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Preface

This report represents a compilationof eight paperspresented at the 1992 AmericanNuclear
, Society/EuropeanNuclearSociety InternationalMeetingheld in Chicago,Illinoison November 15-

20, 1992. Themeeting is of special significancesince it commemoratesthe50th anniversaryof the
firstcontrollednuclear chain reaction,which occurred,not coincidentally,in Chicago.The papers
containedin thisreportwerepresentedin aspecial session organizedby theRadiationProtectionand
ShieldingDivision in keeping withthehistoricaltheme of themeeting.

I must admitthat throughoutmy school years,history was one of my least favorite subjects,
owing in partto its seeminglack of relevance. Suchis not thecase here. As head of thepresent-day
shieldingsectionat ORNL,Ifeel aclose professionalaffiliation withandapersonalsenseof gratitude
towardthe _:athorJand the people whom they describe ixttheir papers. They areindividuals who
helpedto fo_ _e foundationsof thedisciplineof radiationshieldingandhavealibeenappropriately
honoredby widespreadrecognitionfor theiraccomplishments.Intheirpapers,they presenta collage
of facts andpersonal remembrances,which I find delightfully entertaining, fascinatingand even
inspiring.The picture presentedhere is by no means complete; many other talentedand dedicated
individuals havecontributedto the historyof radiationshielding.However,meeting timewas limited
and tough decisions had to be made.

Thefirstpaper,authoredbyLorraineAbbott,couldha,:eopenedwith:"inthebeginning..."She
describes theearliest activities in radiationshielding research,whichbegan inunediately following
the Chicagopiletest.Frontieringprogramsgrewfromthe insight andeffortsof threekey individuals:
EverittBlizard, Theodore Rockwell, and CharlesClifford. Abbott goes on to describe the major
influence th_ Adm. Hyman Rickover had over those early programs and directions. The first
shielding expe_ments attheOakRidge X-10Pilewere in supportof the Hanfordproductionreactors,
which later spawn_ shielding researchat that site, as describedby Wilbur Bunch in the second

• paper.Bunch provides a thorough description of their development and testing program, which
focused primarilyon iron/masonite' _elds aJ:,_la vast range of special concretes.In an interesting
aside,Bunchnotesthatnoteverythiiigfromthose dayssurvived,suchas the "vigor" unit,whichnever
gainedthe samelevel of acceptanceas did therelated"lethargy" unit.

Thethirdpaper,writtenby Norm Schaefer,describesa fascinatingtestprogramfortheAircraft
Nuclear PropulsionProject.Theuniquechallengeof these testsis bestreflectedin the factthatnuclear
engineers participatingin the test hadto firstbe trainedin parachutejumping.Thelimitations of the
groundtests _nd the awkwardnessof the flight tests led to a compromise solution: experiments
conductedat the Oak Ridge Tower Shielding Facility, which allowed the reactorand shield to be
suspended200 ft above the ground.The design,constructionandoperation of the TSF is described
in the fourthpaper,authoredby Buzz Muckenthaler. The TSF,whichmust be the longest surviving
shield test facility, has supporteda vast arrayof na_onal programs,many of which arehighlighted
in Muckenthaler'spaper.

Switching from early shield test facilities to early shielding design methods, Dave Trubey
describesin the fifth papertheoriginaldevelopmentand evolution of buildupfactors. Point-kernel

" codes employingbuildupfactors were someof the first successful computationalmethods andare
stillin frequentuse today.The methodexemplifiesthe artisticnatureof shieldingdesign analysisdue
to the needtoconstantlybalancespeedandaccuracy,aproblemwhichpersists even today.Inthe sixth

. paper, Kal Shure describes the early methods used at Bettis Laboratoryfor the Naval Reactor
program.Cloaked by secrecy, many of the developments at Bettis paralleled work at other
laboratories.Shurewittily placesin perspective the "worthiness" of resultscomputedwith these early
codes, and makes reference to "user-tolerable"codesm a termwhich unfortunatelyapplies to even
modem computingsoftware.
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The seventh paper, authored by John Butler, provides a thoughtful description of radiation
shielding research as it began in the United Kingdom. With a primary focus on kemel and Monte.
Carlo methods, much of the U.K. development complemented U.S, activities. The same was true of
benchmark tes_tg activities in the U.K., which centered around the LIDO facility and later the
NESTOR/ASPIS facility.

In the eighth and final paper, Herb Goldstein begins by stating that: "The title tells it all." In
classic Goldstein style, he presents a wise and delightfully personal review of early computation
methods, nuclear data, and even the early computers. He does well to point out the project-driven
nature of shielding development, but goes on to describe some of those rare nuggets of fundamental
theoretical research which have managed to "trickle" along the way. Goldstein provides a fitting
conclusion to the session by stating that: "Now we have the tools...if anyone still wants to ask the
questions, and is willing to pay for the answers."

Unlike most meeting proceeAings, which are meant to be studied one paper at a time, this
collection of historical perspectives is meant to be taken as a whole and is best suited for a quiet
evening and a soft armchair. So get comfortable and enjoy.

Dan btgersoll
Nuclear Analysis & Shielding Section
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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Biographies

Brief biographical sketches foreach of the authorsaregiven below in the orderin which their
- papersarepresented.With sucha distinguishedgroupof individuals,it wasimpracticalto list ali of

their accomplishmentsandawards.Suffice it to say that they have all been widely recognized and
honored. Also, not surprisingly,theyhave alib_en formally acknowledgedbyANS fortheir technical
excellence and distinguished service to the society.

Lorraine S. Abbott received a B.S. degree in chemistry from Maryville College in 1948. She
combined her technical degree and her interest in journalism to become a technical editor and
writerat Oak Ridge National Laboratory,specialh:ing in recording radiationshielding research
from 1948 to 1986. Of the numerous &xaunents she has authored, including many as a ghost
writer, two have probably been distributed to the widest audiences: Shielding Against Initial
Radiations from Nuclear Weapons (ORNL/RSIC-36, 1973) and Review of ORNL Radiation
Shielding Analyses of theFast Flux TestFacility Reactor (ORNL-5027, 1975). As an editor, she
co-edited,with Everitt P.Blizard, the shieldingvolume of the U.S. AtomicEnergy Commission' s
Reactor Handbook, published in 1962.Upon retiring from ORNL in 1986,she formed her own
company, Tee-Com, Inc., based in Knoxville, Tennessee. Her company specializes in writing
and publishing newsletters and reports and producing videos for technical organizations.

Wilbur L. Bunch received a B.S. degree (1949) and a M.S. degree (1951) in physics from the
University of Wyoming. Being accustomed to the dry, open spaces, he took employment at the
Hanford Site in 1951. His original assignment at Hanford was in the shielding group, where he

. was given the responsibility for gamma-ray measurements. Later assignments at Hanford
included reactor experiments to define fuel enrichments, reactor design modifications, and
instrument development. The govemraent obtained severalpatents basedon his activities in this

. time frame. When the Fast Flux Test Facility project began in 1964, he returned to the field of
shielding and became Manager of the Radiation and Shield Analysis group. His work on the
FFTF brought him in contact with shielding personnel in many countries of the world.He is a
Fellow of ANS and served as Chairman of the Radiation Protection and Shielding Division in
1977-78. Most recently, he was Technical Program Chair for the 1992 RP&S Topical Confer-
ence.

Norman Schaeffer joined the nuclear group in Fort Worth afterhe receivedh_sPh.D. in physics from
the University of Texas in 1953. He was head of the shielding group at General Dynamics/Fort
Worth from 1955 until 1962, when he organized Radiation Research Associates with several
coworkers. E. P. Blizard of the Neutron Physics Division at ORNL gave RRA its first contract:
some overflow work on a weapons radiation handbook. RRA successfully contributed to the
shielding community for 28 years, with clients in the U.S., Europe, and Japan. Schaeffer is best
known as the editor of the textbook Reactor Shielding for Nuclear Engineers, first published by
the Atomic Energy Commission in 1973 and still in use in several graduate courses. He is a
Fellow of ANS and a charter member of the Radiation Protection and Shielding Division. He is
currently an independent consultant.

F. J. (Buzz) Muckenthaler received a B.S.degree (1947) and aM.S. degree (1949) in physics from
the University of Kansas. He was initially employed by the Fairchild Engine and Airplane
Corporationir, Oak Ridge in 1949, and transferred in 1951 to Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

" He joined the staff of the Tower Shielding Facility in 1955, but was later moved to lead the
experimental activities at the Lid Tank Shielding Facility. He was transferred back to the TSF
in 1962, where he has continued to conduct and lead numerous measurement programs
supporting DOE's advanced reactors programs and several DoD experimental shielding pro-
grams. Most recently, he led a seven year program of measurements for a U.S.-Japan collabo-
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rationforthe Advanced Liquid-Metal-CooledReactorprogram.He also participatedin several
off-site measurement programs, including OperationBREN in 1962.

David. K. Trubey received a B.S. degreein physics fromMichiganState Universityin 1953and a
M.S. degreein computerscience fromthe University of Tennessee in 1988.He started hiscareer
in shielding at the ORNL Lid Tank Shielding Facility under the direction of E. P. Blizard. He
was co-founder and past director of the ORNL Radiation Shielding Information Center, an
organizationwhich continuestoprovide an internationalfocus forthe shielding community.In
additionto his workindeveloping newshieldingdataandmethodologies,heservedover 19years
as chairman of the ANS-6 standards committee. Tmbey is a Fellow of ANS and was a former
chairman of the RadiationProtection and Shielding Division. He has been recognized with
numerousawards,includingthe ANS/RP&STheodoreRockwell Award in 1992.Heretiredfrom
ORNLin 1991 and continuesto do consulting work for RSIC.

Kalman Shure is a consultant in Radiation Analysis at the Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory.
Contributions during his 35-year career have been in the area of water-cooled reactor shielding
and have included fundamentalexperimentalresearch, exploration of new design techniques, and
the development of practical shield design methodologies. Of special note is his work on the
attenuation of neutrons in water-iron shields, refined methods for calculating the ductile-to-
brittle transitiontemperatureof steel as a functionof neutronexposure, important contributions
to the establishment of decay-heat and gamma-ray transportstandards,and the application of
point kernels, P3approximations,anddiscrete-ordinates codes to neutronwatsport problems. He
has been a member of ANS 5.1 (Decay Heat Power in Light Water Reactors) and ANS 6.4.3
(Gamma-Ray Coefficients and Buildup Factors forEngineering Materials).

John Butler received his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in physics from Oxford. He subsequentlyjoined
AERE Harwell and became Head of the Shielding Group with responsibility for developing
computational methods for the U.K. Power Reactor Programme. In 1972, the group moved to
Winfrith and he developedthe ASPIS shielding facilityin conjunction with the NESTOR reactor.
He was a major contributor and promoter of integral benchmark experiments and the use of
covariance data for the computationof nucleardata sensitivities and uncertainties in shielding
applications.Morerecently,hehasbeeninvolved with the exploitationof shielding methodology
in industry, including the development of the EUROPA nuclear well log calibration facility in
Aberdeen. Heis now aconsultant on business development for Petroleum Services and Reactor
Services with AEA Technology.

Herbert Goldstein received his Ph.D. from the MassachusettsInstituteof Technologyin 1943.He
joined NuclearDevelopment Associates in 1950, andsix years later,originated the Computer
Indexof NeutronData(CINDA),which maybe the longestcontinuouslyactive computer-based
bibliographic index. He also led a development effort utilizing the moments method for
computing gamma-raytransport. Since joining the facultyof ColumbiaUniversityin 1961,he
has writtennumerous publications,including his famoustextbooks, Classical Mechanics and
Fundamental Aspects of Reactor Shielding. He has also shepherded27 students throughthe
doctoraldegree program.He is Fellow of severalscientific societies, including ANS, and was
Vice Chairmanand Chairmanof theRadiationProtectionandShielding Division duringthe first
two years of its existence. In 1990, he was honored as the third recipient of the ANS/RP&S
Theodore Rockwell Award and also the ArthurHollyCompton Award.



The Origin of Radiation Shielding Research:
The Oak Ridge Perspective

Lorraine S. Abbott
Tec-Com Inc.

Knoxville, Tennessee

Abstract

The discipline of radiationshielding re- the importanceof secondarygamma rays as a
searchoriginatedin 1947whenphysicistEveritt radiationsource--qts limitationspromptedthe
P. Blizard, following the orders of his Navy design of a new Lid Tank Shielding Facility.
boss,CaptainHymanRickover,initiatedshield- Placedin operation in mid-1949, the Lid Tank
ing measurementsin a "corehole" throughthe utilized a fission source positioned over the
7-ft-thick concrete shield of the X-10 Pile in outer end of the core hole, which in turnwas
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. For that effort, he rc- coveredby a large tankof waterattachedto the
cruitedthe assistance of CharlesE. Clifford,a outsideof the pile shield. Measurementsmade
chemical engineer with experience in pile foil inside the tank provided shielding design data
measurements. The first samples tested were for the Navy's nuclear-powered submarines
preparedbyanotherchemicalengineer,Theodore and for a number of stationary reactors, as well
Rockwell, who had been developing high-den- as for the U.S. Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion
sity concretes for potential reactor shields since Program. Blizard, Clifford, and Rockwell rc-
1945. While the Core Hole Facility yielded mained associated with shielding research and
significant results-qncluding showing the ef- design throughout their careers, each making
fectiveness of a spiral configuration in reducing significant contributions to the development of
neutron streaming in ducts through shields, and the shielding discipline as it is known today.

i.

The origin of radiation shielding research The X-10 Pile reached criticality for the
-----atleast from the Oak Ridge perspective--As firstdme on November4, 1943,only 11months
intimately tied to the operation of the world's after the first controlled self-sustaining nuclear
first "permanent" nuclear reactor. That reactor chain reaction had been achieved in the famous
was, of course, the 1-megawattX-10 Pile con- Chicago _Pile(CP-1). Henry W. Newson later
strutted during the year 1943on an East Ten- describedzhow he and George Weil, both mem-
nessee hilltop that is now part of the city of Oak bers of the University of Chicago's Metallurgi-
Ridge. cal Laboratory, together with several Du Pont

Built in secret as a pilot plant for the large- engineers, spent the earlymoming hours of that
scale plutonium-production reactors that were day bringing the X-10 Pile to "just critical."
to be constructed at Hanford, Washington, the Enrico Fermi arrived later in the day and or-
X-10 Pile was an essential component of the dered the final additions of uranium in the

presence of various notables, including ArthurUnited States' new nuclear weapons program.
The story is told that the construction crews at H.Compton, head of the Metallurgical Labora-
the X-10 Pile conjectured amongthemselves as tory.
to why any building would need a 7-ft-thick The Du Pont engineers present for that

- concrete, wall.' They had no inkling that the momentous event were in training for later
wall, which consisted of 5 ftof barytes-haydite operationof the Hanford reactors. Among them
concrete sandwiched between two I-ft thick- was Charles E. Clifford, a young chemical
nesses of ordinary concrete, was actually the engineerwhowithothertraineeshaddismantled
world's first nuclear reactor shield, the CP-1(with their bare hands) and rebuilt it as
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thesecondChicagoPile (CP-2) atthesiteof the sion, received a telephone directiv,_ from
future Argonne National Laboratory. Rickover ordering him tobegin studying radia-

A few months after the X-10 Pile began tion shields at the X-19 Pile. The call was no
operation, Cliffordjoined Newson and others in doubt prompted by Rickover's decision to push
performing the world's first reactor shielding for the development of nuclear-powered sub-
experiment atopthe pile. A 6-ft-square hole had marines, which would requireadifferent type of
been left in the top shield for testing asection of reactor shield than those planned for stationary
the proposed Hanford reactor shield consisting reactors. In later years, Blizard described the
of laminated steel and masonite, lt was a sue- call as being extremely brief and very much to
cessful test, withthe shield's radiation attenuat- the point---inother words, typically Rickovern
ing characteristics found to be more than ad- as well as one that changed the course of his
equate; however, later, under actual operating career. On April 28, 1947,he wrote to Columbia
conditions, thedecomposition of the radiation- University that "the exigencies of the project
damaged masonite presented problems, require that I work full time in a pile shielding

program," and he prepared to stay at Clinton
In late 1944,Clifford departed for Hanford Laboratories indefinitely.

and graduate school, ottly to return in 1947 to
the X-t0 Site, then known as Clinton Laborato- Blizard immediately began making plans
ties. He joined the Technical Division, where for setting up a shield test facility at the X-10
another young chemical engineer, Theodore Pile. Because Clifford had already had ex_ri-
Rockwell, was developing high-density con, ence making gold foil measurements at the pile,
cretes as potential reactor shield materials, it was decided even before he reported to work
Rockwell had hired in at the Oak Ridge Y-12 that he would be loaned by the Technical Divi-
plant in 1943 and had transferred to the X-10 sionto thePhysics Divisionto work with Blizard.
plant in 1945. The location selected for the first shield test

By that time the operator of Clinton Labo- facility was an approximately 2-ft-square"core
ratories was Monsanto Chemical Company, hole" that had been left in the middle of the
and early in 1946 officials of that company, shield on the west face of the pile. The plan was
realizing that the country should be educated on to insert shield samples in the hole and measure
the promises of nuclear energy, had invited the neutron and gamma-ray fluxes penetrating
members of the U.S. War Department to Oak through the samples.
Ridge for a series of lectures on the subject.3 In a memorandum dated July 9, 1947,
Among those responding to the invitation was Blizard outlined the program for the first shield-
Captain Hyman Rickover of the U.S. Navy, ing tests at the new Core Hole Facility. After
who became very enthusiastic about the possi- making measurements in a stainless steel tank
bilities of utilizing nuclear power. In fact, he filled with water, the team would test various
irmnediately promoted the organization of a concrete aggregates, including several devel-
nuclear training school at the X-10 Site and oped by Rockwell. Among them were aggre-
subsequently sat in on many of the classes.4 gates specially developed for a Brookhaven

The school's first class, which graduated in National Laboratory pile and several for a high-
June 1947, consisted of 35 individuals ap- flux reactor then under development at the X-10
pointed by various industries and universities Site.

and by the U.S. Navy. One of the Navy appoin- Almost immediately it became apparent
tees was Everitt P. Blizard, a civilian physicist that a rv,ore intense fast-neutron source was
of the U.S. Navy's Bureau of Ships who had needed. To increase the fast-neutron flux inci-
participated in the Bikini atom bomb tests early dent on the hole, Blizard and Clifford asked the
in1946. Arriving in Oak Ridge in the faUofthat pile operators to move some of the natural
year, he expected to remain in the city until the uranium fuel slugs distributed in the reactor's
following fall, during which time he hoped to graphite moderator to the outer edge of the
perform research for submission as a PhD dis- graphite reflector, which was separated from
sertation to Columbia University. the shield by a wide air-cooling plenum. In that

However, even before he graduated from position, the slugs were in a straight line with
the training school,Blizardowho wasalsowork- the hole across the plenum. Clifford recounts
ing in the Clinton Laboratories Physics Divi- that during this process of preparing the
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hole--and for reasons that are vague to him _munents for measuring fast-neutrondose
now--he crawled into the hole with a "curie rates, thermal- and intermediate-energy neu-

" pie" (gamma-ray ionization counter) while the tron fluxes, and gamma-ray doseratesfreefrom
reactor was operating atlow power andonly a2- neutron effects, ali in a water environment.

in. thickness of lead plugged the inner edge of The first result of this instrument develop-
the hole. ment effort, which became an important and

These first Core Hole Facility tests also enduring part of the shielding l_rogram,was the
showed that the sta'mless steel tank used for Hurst fast-neutron dosimeter? Other early in-
water and solution measurements inside the struments were a boron trifluoride low-energy
hole interfered with the measurements. More- neutron detector, an anthracenecrystal gamma-
over, the tank became so radioactive it pre- ray dosimeter, andagraphite-walledCO2-filled
sented a handling hazard.These problems were ionization chamber.
solvedby replacingthe steel tank with an alumi-
num tank. In April 1948,Blizard firstdocumented the

But a more serious problem arose. The pile type of new shielding facility he was consider-ing. Writing to a colleague, he said"We expect
shielding surrounding the core hole was less totryalidexperimentortwoandmayevenplan
effective than the shield samples being mea- to adopt this as our regular technique."
sured. This allowed neutrons from the pile
shield to leak into the sides of shield samples, The "lid" was to consist of several short
clouding theinterpretationof themeasurements, natural uranium rods from the X-10 Pile sand-

Nonetheless, the facility yielded significant wiched between masonite boards and placed
new results. Writing in January 1948 to Clark over the outside of the core hole. Thermal
GoodmanoftheMassachusettslnstituteofTech- neutrons streaming from the hole would pro-

duce fission in the rods to provide a source fornology, Blizard reported "We wiU...havesome
- interestinginformarion...on ashield perforation the experiments. Clifford suggested that a tank

and gas conduction into or out of a reactor. I of water be positioned on the outside of the pile
shield adjacent to the source, thereby providinghave shown this to...NEPA and they were

. amazed, as I hepe you will be." a vessel in which shield samples could be
measured and eliminating a host of prob!ems

Blizard was referring to atest on a concrete associated with background radiation and per-
sample penetrated by a 6-in.-di_leter spiral sonnel safety. The facility, called the Lid Tank
duct. Performed for the Air Fon'e's NEPA Shielding Facility, was indeed constructed, be-
Prograrri (Nuclear Energy for Propulsion of ginning operation the foUovAngyear (in mid-
Aircraft), it showed that the increased radiation 1949)under the direction of Clifford.6(Note: In
penetrating the sample was primarily due to the 1955, the original lid source was replaced with
shield's reduced density (that is, streaming a thin circular disk of enriched uranium,which
through the duct was not apparent), doubled the source power from approximately

Several Core Hole Facility tests were also 3 watts to 6 watts.)

the first to reveal that radiation shield designers In the meantime, Captain Rickover was
could not limit their considerations to the pri- keenly interested in two significant events un-
mary source of neutrons and gamma rays. The der way at the X-10 Site, by then officially
production of secondary gamma rays by neu- known as Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
tron interactions within the shield was found to operated by Carbide and Carbon Chemicals
be an important factor. Company. One was the development of a sue-

- Still, the Core Hole F_cility was increas- cessful technique for fabricating the highly
ingly considered to be inadequate and cumber- enriched uranium-aluminum fuel plates called
some to operate and the need for a new facility for in ORNL's compact high-flux reactor de-
became obvious. Also, the lackofsophisricated sign (later to be constructed as the Materials
counting tectmiques was limiting the facility's Testing Reactor [MTR] at Arco, Idaho). The
capabilities. Byearly 1948,Blizard wassearch- other was the development of a technique for
ing forsuitableinstruments throdghoutthecoun- cladding the fuel plates with zirconium instead
try. Finding none, he asked Clifford to work ofaluminum.Thedesignofasubmarinenuclear
with ORI'q.,instrumentation groups to develop power plant was crystallizing.7
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The ORNL Lid Tank Shielding Facility, locatedon thewest face of the shield of theOakRidgeX-10 Pile,
wasthe fh'stfacilitydesignedforexperimentalradiationshieldingresearch,ltoperatedfrommid-1949untilthepile
ceasedoperationi,_1963.

Also in the meantime, Rockwell, who was shield physics could be as challenging as reac-
heading up the ORNL Shield Materials and tor physics, if not more so, he had convinced
Engineering Section in the Technical Division, some theoretical physicists tojoin the shielding
continued his development of both generic and group. In early 1948, he visited several labora-
specific shield materials for continuing tests at tories throughout the country to identify anyon-
the Core Hole Facility_ Among them was a going shielding and instrument development
special shield developed for consideration as a activities and to encourage joint programs.
H_Jfford _placement shield, lt was an oxy- Blizard also lobbied the Research Reactors
ctdoride concrete, which according to Rockwell Section of the Atomic Energy Commission to
:'contained more water per cubic centimeter establish an AEC Slfielding Advisory Commit-
than pure water itself." Also included were tee. Writing to lhc chief of the section in July
tungsten carbide and boron carbide shields, as 1948,he said such a committee should include
well as several shields proposed fornon-reactor representativesfrom X- 10,preferably Rockwell
uses, such as isotope shipping containers.s and himself to ensure representation of boththe

During this period Rockwell also devel- shield engineering and shield physics groups.
oped an aluminum and boron carbide mixture He also named the Massachusetts Institute of
called "boral" that became well known as a Technology and the Bureau of Standards, the

capture gamma-ray suppressor and has been only other organizationsopenly admittingthat
used in many shields over the years. (In 1958, they were interested in shielding research. He
the monthly magazine Nucleonics named further suggested that members be named from
Rockwell's patent on the boral fabrication pro- rBrookhavenNational Laboratory andthe Naval
tess as one of the 27 most iml_ortantpatents in Research Laboratory---4aothhaving exhibited
the history of atomic energy.)" some interest in shielding--and from organiza-

tions that would be expected "at some time or
As these activities continued, Blizard was other to produce an efficient shield." He listed

workingonseveralotherfronts.Byarguingthat the latter organizations as Argonne National
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Laboratory, the NEPAProgram,HanfordEngi- most remembered was Welton's concept of a
ne,er Works,and Knolls Atomic Power Labora- single cross section to describe the"removal" of
tory, The group's first meeting was scheduled neutrons traversing a heavy shield mixed with

- to be held in Oak Ridge on October 1, 1948-- hydrogeneous materials, li The concept was
immediately following a large three-day na- subsequently tested in the Lid Tank and was
tional symposium that had been organized by utilized for many years in shield design, espe-

. Rockwell as the first conference ever conducted o'."ally in submarine shield design.
on the topic of radiation shielding.1° Before the 1949 Summer Shielding Con-

The national symposium,brought together ference ended, word was out that Oak Ridge
in Oak Ridge approximately 150 representa- National Laboratory would become aprincipal
fives from 40 major institutions. Its announced player in the Air Force's nuclear-propulsion
purpose was to establish a "clearing house for program. In September, the AEC officially re-
the future exchange of ideas with regard to quested that ORNL set up an Aircraft Nuclear
shielding or protection against atomic radia- Propulsion (ANP) program.12The implications
tion." But one of the participants, Captain for the shielding programwereobvious. Onthe
Rickover, felt that the symposium should also following November 25, Blizard wrote to
resultin an actionplan, andhe calledinRockwell Rickover, "lt has been decided that a new
and others to outline a list of 12 "subjects for shielding facilitywith source strength of l 0 KW
immediate attack." Theimpact ofthat particular is essential fordesignof amobile reactor shield.
list is unknown, at least to me, butinmanyways At present two propositions are being
it corresponded to the shielding agenda that considered--specifically, a 'waterboiler' and a
Blizard had outlined in a memorandum to the critical assembly using MTR fuel elements...lf
AEC (on September2, 1948)forthe forthcom- no delays are experienced in obtaining ap-
ing meeting of the AEC Shielding Advisory proval, we hope to be obtaining data next sum-
Committee. mer." That optimistic schedule was not quite

At the second meeting of the Advisory met; however, the MTR-type assembly of
- Committee, at Brookhaven National Labora- ORNL's well-known Bulk Shielding Facility

tory the following March, Blizard led the draft- did begin its first operation on December 17,
ing of a proposed AEC-sponsored shielding 1950.13

- research program. He also suggested that an Wi_, the initiation of a large-scale ANP
intensive shielding theory conferencebe held at program atORNL,Blizard decided to remain in
Oak Ridge that summer. He had already re- Oak Ridge permanently. In a second memoran-
ceived assurance from Rickover that the Navy dum to Rickover on November 25, he resigned
would sponsor the conference. (Concurrently, fromtheNavytobecomeanemployeeofORNL.
he was urging Rickover to sponsor needed That same month Rockwell resigned from
measurements at another laboratory to deter- ORNL to accept employment with the Navy,
mine cross sections and gamma energies for wherehe remained for 15years, thelast 10years
0.5- to 8-MEVneutrons incident on iron, lead, as Rickover's technical director. During the
tungsten, and bismuth.) next several years, Rockwell and the ORNL

With Gale Young of Nuclear Development groupcontinued theircollaboration onLidTank
Associates as the leader, the 1949 Summer experiments to test and analyze shield designs

for the Nautilus, the Navy's first nuclear-pow-Shielding Conference was a tremendous suc-
cess. Participants included Herman Feshbach ered submarine. As the design progressed,
ofMIT, J. W. Butler of Argonne, Herman Kahn Rockwell recalls, many exotic shield materials
ofthe Rand Corporation, and FrancesFriedman were suggested, but he and the ORNL group
andGerald Goertzel, in addition to anumber of successfully prevailed with their recommenda-

- other local people. John von Neumann of the tions that the shield consist of optimized ar-
Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton acted rangements of an iron thermal shield combined
as an advisor. Working closely with the group with water and lead.
wasTheodore Welton, whohad recently moved In subsequent years, the three original
from MIT tothe University of Pennsylvaniaand "shielders," known to their colleagues simply
had been asked by the AECto conduct a survey as Ted, Cliff, and Bliz, became well known for
ofshielding theory. From this shielding session their individual contributions to the field of
emerged a number of ideas, but perhaps the radiation shielding.
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Theodore (Ted) Rockwell, shownhere in are- Charles(Cliff)Cllfford,nowretired,waswesent
picture,pioneeredthedevelopmentof high-den- whentheX-I0 Pileta'stwentcriticalandlaterpartici

sity concrete shields and the material called boral paredin theworld'sfirst shieldingtestatopthepile.In
while at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.Later he 1947,hee.adEverittBlizardbeganthef'trstexpcrimen-
mmsferredtotheNavy, whereheactedas liaisonwith talshieldingprogramat OakRidgeNationalLabora-
theORNLshieldingteamperformingsubmarineshield tory,testingsamplesina"core hole" throughtheside
designstudies.In1986,citinghi._1956ReactorShield- ofthepile shield.In1949,hebecamethediroctorof the
ing Desi&nManual as a shielding"bible,"the RPS new Lid Tank Shielding Facility, and in 1952 he
Divisionestablishedthe RockwellLifetimeAchieve- assumedresponsibilityforthe design(andsubsequent
mentAward. initialoperation)of the TowerShieldingFacility.

In 1950, two years after the joumal Nucle- air-filled ducts, t7 One of his most important
onics had offered to publish papers from the contributions was to establish unequivocally
1948 national shieldh'ag symposium in a special that the production of secondary gamma rays
issue, Rockwell realized he could not get them was an overriding factor in shield design and
declassified and instead collected them, along that the positioning of materials within a shield
with several new papers, in a 334-page classi- was a critical consideration. The key experi-
fled document that became known informally ment, performed for the submarine program,
as ORNL-710.14 He was more successful in was with alternating layers of lead and borated
1956 when he edited the well-known Reactor water of equal thickness. Surprisingly, as lead
Shielding Design Manual that was the first was added, the gamma-ray dose rate did not
collection of shielding information ever made decrease as rapidly as had been anticipated. In
available to industry in an unclassified form. ts fact, Clifford found that a decrease actually
Thirty years later, referring to the Manual as a occurred when the lead slabs closest to the
shielding"bible" still in use, the ANS Radiation source were removed. He eventually optimized
Protection and Shielding Division in 1986 es- the shield by adjusting the positions of the lead
tablished the Rockwell Lifetime Achievement slabs until ali were equally effective with regard
Award, making him its first recipient. After to both the shield weight and the dose rate.
leaving the Navy, he became a principal in the Clifford transferred from the LidTank soon
finn MPR Associates, from which he is now after it became apparent that the new ORNL
retired. His most recent accomplishment has Bulk Shielding Facility was inadequate for
been the publication (in October 1992) of his some aircraft shielding experiments and that a
latest book, titled The Rickover Effect. 16 new facility would be needed. The concept

As the first director of the Lid Tank Shield- proposed by Blizard and others was that of four
ing Facility, Clifford designed numerous ex- towers from which a reactor source would be
periments totest shield performance and shield- suspended high above the ground. Clifford was
ing theories, including the (Albert) Simon- given the assignment of overseeing its design
Clifford theory of neutron streaming through and initial operation. The resulting facility, the
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ORNL Tower Shielding Facility that began
operation in 1954, is described in a companion ill

. paper presented at this session.iS _:

In 1955, BLizardwas named director of the
new ORNL Applied Nuclear Physics Division

. (later renamed the Neutron Physics Division),
whichperformed experimental and theoretical
studies of both reactor physics and shielding :
research. As director, he continued to person-
ally lead the ORNL shielding group (and, m a
large extent, the shielding community at large).
When the Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion program
was cancelled in 1961, he immediately concen-
trated on studies of spacecraft shields, accelera-
tor shields, and shields against nuclear weap-

ons.
Through the years Blizard was also a chroni-

cler of shield design techniques, reported largely
in ORNL documents but also in chapters con-
tributed to anumber of books and in the shield- Everltt (Bllz) Bllzard, wi:,.)t_txlof leukemiain
ing volume of the AEC's Reactor Handbook, 19 1966,is rememberedas "the fatherof reactorshield-
which he edited. In addition, he served as editor ing." Fromthe timeheandCliffordconductedthe firstshieldingtestsat theX-10 Pilein 1947,Blizardguided
of Nuclear Science and Engineering from 1959 theoreticalandexperimentalradiationshieldingstud-
until his death in 1966. ies at OakRidge NationalLaboratory,coordinating

But it is for his leadership and vision in them withmanyshielding programsat other institu-tions.The studiescovered shields forstationaryand
" shielding research that Blizard is most remem- mobilereactors,spacecraft,accelerators,and radia-

bered. So strong was his influence that in a tion-hardenedstructures.The FranklinInstitutepost-
memorial issue of Nuclear Science and Engi- humouslyawardedhim the ElliottCYessonMedalfor

. neering, 2°he was eulogized by his good friend his contributions to shielding technology, and the
HerbertGoldstein as"the fatherof reactorshield- InternationalAtomicEnergyAgencydedicatedamas-
ing," a title reinforced by other honors. In 1966, sive shieldingcompendiumto his memory.
the Franklin Institute posthumously awarded
him the Elliott Cresson Medal for "his many
contributions to the technology of radiation
shielding." And in 1968, the International

Atomic Energy Agency's massive volumes on Such were the beginnings of the field of
shielding--Engineering Compendium on Ra- radiation shielding. Admittedly, they have been
diation Shielding, edited by R. G. Jaegermwere described with a biased Oak Ridge perspective.
dedicated in his memory. However, I personally observed and recorded

Therewas, ofcourse, thefourthmanwhoso ORNL shielding research from 1948 to 1986
influenced the three original shielders that he and worked directly with Blizard and Clifford
can be counted as one of them. Captain during that period. From them and others I
Rickover----tatertobecomeAdmiralRickover-- learned of Rockwell's contributions and of
knew what he wanted from shielding research Rickover's strong influence. Therefore, I re-
and adamantly insisted on quality performance, main confident that my bias is well founded and

" as he did in ali other areas of research that he that few, ff any, will remember the facts to be
touched, otherwise.
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Shielding Research at the Hanford Site
Wilbur L. Bunch

Westinghouse Hanford Company
. Richland, Washington

Introduction

The original three plutoniumproduction two additionalreactors(DR and H) were built
reactors(13,D, andF) constructedattheHanford using the sameshield design. At the requestof
Site in 1943-44 had shields consisting of alter- R.L. Dickeman, an experimentalfacility was
nate layers of iron and a high-den_ty pressed- includedin the topof the DRReactorto permit
wood product called Masonite.* This design evaluationofshieldmatefials. Concurrentwith
was the engineering responseto the scientific the measurement of attenuationproperties of
requestfora mixtureof iron and hydrogen.The materialsin thisfacility, a programwas under-
design mix was based on earlier studiesusing takento investigate the structuralcharactefis-
iron and water or iron and paraffin;however, tics of various high-density Portland cement
these materialsdid not have satisfactorystruc- concretes. "inis research effort continued for
turalcharacteristics.Although the shields per- over a decade and led to the use of these
formed satisfactorily,the fabricationcostwas concretes in subsequent reactor shields at the
high. Each,piece had to be machinedprecisely Hanford Site and elsewhere with significant
to fit within structuralwebs, so as not to intro- savings in construction costs.
ducecracksthroughthe shield.Before1950,

Shield Facilities

Most of the attenuationmeasurementswere Al)houghthese two wells in the top of the
made in the faciLitylocated in the top shieldof DR Reactorprovidedthe bulk of the shielding
the DRReactor.This facility consisted of apair data at the Hanford Site, three other facilities
of identical stepped openings through the bio- were alsoused to some extent. The first of these
logical shield. They were centered about eight provided a small opening into the graphite
feet in front of the core midplane and approxi- through the "E" test hole of the F Reactor. This
mately two feet,nine inches on either sideof the permitted short-term irradiation of samples
core centerline. This location was dictated by through the shield and into the first few rows of
the safety rodpattem throughthe top shield.As fuel and provided a basis for normal_ation of
shown in Figure 1, each opening was 35 3/8 other measurements to the reactor power and
inches square at the bottom, and 41 1/2inches flux levels.
square at the top, with an overall depth of 50 Anothershieldfacilitywasthe"A"testhole
inches. Five steps were included to eliminate in the D Reactor. This facility consisted of
radiation streaming along the sides. Each well stepped cylindrical openings approximately
was lined with steel to provide a gas seal for the eight inches in diameter that permitted irradia-
reactor atmosphere. The bottom of the well tion of samples in both the thermal shield and

. liner, in conjunction with the reactor thermal the existing iron-Masonite shield. These mea-
shield, provided a 10-inch-thick iron shield surements permitted additional normalization
between the well and the graphite reflector, of the DR shield facility measurements to the
Additionally, a two-foot-thick graphite reflec- unperturbed iron-Masonite shield." torexisted between the thermal shield and the
first layer of fueled process tubes,forming the The success of the measurements program
core. in the DR facility inspired the inclusion of

another shield facility when the C Reactor was
*Masonite is a trademarkof the Masonite Corporation. builL This facility wasplacedin the side shield



.

41 112"

35 3/8'

$9209021.1

Figure 1. Cross section of Bulk Shield Facility--DR Pile.

of the reactorand consisted of a hydraulic ram preliminary measurement to normalize subse-
that moved a"bucket" containing the test mate- quent tests to thebasic iron-Masonite data was
rial into position within,the shield. The impor- theonly useevermadeof the facilitybecauseof
rant feature of this facility was to permit evalu- the high levels of radiation that were encoun-
ation of different thermal shield materials. A tered.

Measurement Methods

The nature of the facilities dictated the thermalneutrons from thatassociated with the
types of measurements that were employed, epithermal neutron flux. The foils were cali-
Based on half-life and cross section consider- brated in the Hanford Standard Pile, which
ations, gold foils and cadmium coverPxlgold consisted of a large stack of graphite with an
foils were used to determine the distribution of embedded radium-beryllium source.
thermal and low-energy neutrons through the
shield. An adequate dynamic range could be Measurement of the high-energy neutron
achieved using small foils in the high-flux distribution was by way of activation of sulfur
regions and large foilsin the lower fluxregions, by the n,p reaction, which has a threshold at
Gold has an approximate I/E activation cross approximately 1 MeV. Various methods of
section, except for a resonance at about 5 eV. fabricatingsulfurdetectorsresultedintheuseof
The use of the cadmium covers provided a pressed pellets. These pellets were alsocovered
separation of the activation associated with by cadmium to prevent low-energy activation
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of the sulfur and any impurities that would the c_bration table, this indicated the predomi-
. generate undesirable background count rates, nate energy of the leakage spectrum was at

Count rates from both the sulfur and gold samples approximately 24 keV, which is consistent with
were taken several times over several days to the "window" in the iron cross section.
establish the half life and permit accurate ex-

• trapolation back to the end of the irradiation. The gamma ray measurements were made
The low activity foils were obviously counted using both ionization chambers and film. At
first while permitting the highly activated foils that time, we did not have thermoluminescent
time to decay to appropriate count rates, dosimeters (TLD) that could have been embed-tied in the shield to determine the gamma ray

One other technique that was used in some field. Therefc_re, both graphite-walled and mag-
of the measurements was the "hydrogenous nesium parallel plate guarded ring 10cc ioniza-
integrator." This technique was based on the tion chambers were fabricated that could be
principle that a mo_oenergetic source of neu- embedded within the shield test slabs in the DR
trons would be scattered and slowed down in a wells. Type K radiographic film was employed

hydrogenous material in a characteristic man- in the outer layers, where temperatures and
net. That is, the thermal neutron population radiation levels permitted. These could also be

would peak at a depth related tothe energy of the related to a one-liter gamma ray chamber at the
source neutrons. Calibration measurements us- surface of the shield to provide further normal-

ing paraffin were reported by Brookhaven Na- ization of the results. Both the film and the
tional Laboratory, as illustrated in Table 1. We chambers were calibrated using a standard ra-
usedbothtJaraffinandlucitetoestablishthatthe dium source. Se_sitivity to neutrons was mea-
peak activity of the neutron flux in an integrator sured to ensure that it was negligible in both the
at the surface of the burned-out iron-Masonite chambers and the film.

shield was at approximately one inch. Based on

Table 1. Calibration Measurements Using Paraffin

PARAFFININTEGRATORCALIBRATION(*)

Incident Neutron Energy Position of Maximum Flux (inches)

0.03 eV 0.3

24 keV l. 0

700 keV 2.1

4.I MeV 3.0

15 MeV 4.5

*Reference 1.

Materials Studied

Ali of the initial measurements were fo- percent carbon, and 44.4 weight percent oxy-
- cused on the original iron-Masonite shield de- gen. The composition of the layered iron-

sign, both to determine its characteristics and to Masonite shield is shown in Table 2.
provide a basis for the evaluation of the subse-

- quent concretes. The iron-Masonite design con- We began testing various high-density con-
sistedofaltematelayersof4.SinchesofMasonite cretes in the DR facility as soon as the iron-
and 3.75 inches of iron or carbon steel. The Masonitemeasurementswerecompleted.How-
Masonite had a density of about 1.28 grams per ever, concrete testing was interrupted to initiate
cubic centimeter, and a composition that was additional tests on iron-Masonite. The operat-
about6.2weightpercenthydrogen,49.4weight ing power levels of the reactors were being
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increased to take advantage of improved fuel processtubes a few rows fromthe poison. This
designs and reactor cooling systems. These enrichment maintained the flattened central
increased power levels significantly increased portion of the core, while creating a steeper
the temperatureof the Masonite in the shields, buckled zone at the edge. By using a poison
which led to concerns of deteriorationof this material that generated a useful by-product,
material.Laboratory tests atthe elevated tem- protection of the shields was effected at mini-
peraturesbeing encounteredindicated that the mal cost. Through the use of this method, the
hydrogen and oxygenwould be drivenfromthe powerlevels and productionrates of the reac-
Masonite in time, leaving a residue of only tots were increased by almost anorderof mag-
carbon.Using effective removal crosssections nitude _see Table 3), while maintainingshield
of hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon as a basis, integrity throughouttheir operating lifetime.
Masonite was differentially removed fromthe The primarypurposeof the DR test facility
test slabs to simulatevariousstages of deterio- was to investigate the attenuationpropertiesof
ration of the shield.Measurementsusing these varioushigh-densityPortlandcementconcretes.
"deteriorated"configurationsindicatedthatra- Table 4 summarizes the compositions of the
diation levels through the shields would be- tested concretes together with that of iron-
come intolerable if operation continuedat the Masoniteforcomparison.Inthe caseof boththe
higher power levels, iron-limonite andmagnetite-limoaiteconcretes,

Because of the large production incentive two different mixes were studied. The first,
associated with the increased power levels, a called "conventional," was a mix that could be
test was designed to load poison in the outer pouredintoforms.Thesecond, caUed"prepakt,"
layer of process tubes to reduce radiation leak- was suitable for placing dry aggregate into the
age to the shield. To maintain production, en- forms and pumping in the grout with the use of
riched uranium was placed in some of the an intrusion aid. This resulted in slight differ-

Table 2. Average Composition of Iron-Masonite Shields
i ii ii i

E1ement.
_mm

H 0.043
.li

C 0.345
i ,

0 0.310
,,, , ,

Fe 3.568
ii| i i i i

TOTAL 4.266

Table 3. Reactor Power Levels

DESIGNLEVEL MAXIMUMLEVEL
REACTOR MEGAWATTS HEGAWATTS

, i '"

B 250 2090,,

D 250 2050 i,

DR 250 2015 ., -

F 250 2040
, , ,

H 400 2140
. i

*Reference 2.
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ences in composition and density. There is mately one month, which was the typical length
significant uncertainty in the as-built composi- of an operating cycle for the reactor. The slabs
tion of any concrete, because of the mixing and were then removed from the weil, taken to a
curing processes, laboratory, weighed, and placed in a large oven,

At the same time that the attenuation char- where they were baked at the specified tempera-

acteristics of the_ concretes were being mea- ture for aperiod of at least one month. Then the
sured, their mechanical properties were being set of slabs was reweighed and returned to the
tested. During this time frame, we encountered DR test wells for additional measurements..'_e
the tct;_perature problem in the existing reactor change in weight of the slabs as a result of the
shie',Os; therefore, the concrete tests were ex- heafingprocess wa_ attributed entirely to loss of
panded to determine the effects of elevated water content, and the composition of the slabs
temperatures on both the structural and attenu- was revised accordingly. Results of these mea-
ation properties. Additionally, small concrete surements are published in Volume II of the
specimens were irradiated within the reactor to Engineering Compendium on Radiation
try to determine the effect of radiation on the Shielding, 3 and, hopefully, have been used in
concrete. Control samples were maintained in the design of radiation shields. Because of the
an oven at the same temperature as those under- oven that was available, the maximum tempera-
going irradiation. Within the accuracy of the ture achieved was 320° C (608 ° F).

measurea, ents, it was not possible to detect any Basically, it was found that the change in
chaJ_gein the irradiated concrete other than that neutron attenuation characteristics could be at-

associated with temperature, lyibuted to the water loss, using effective re-
Measuring thc change in attenuation prop- moval cross sections. This conclusion recog-

erties of each concrete as a function of tempera- nizes the difficulties in dealing with materials
ture took a long time. Measurements on the as- such as concrete, which in two cases unexpect-
cured test slabs were made in one of the DR test edly increased in weight when heated from 175°
wells, with each irradiation requiting approxi- C to 320 ° C.

Calculationai Methods

In my opinion, we were severely handi- One of the less successful techniques that
capped at the Hanford Site by the lack of was developed was the presentation of the neu-
scientific computer facilities. At the time of this tron results as a function of"vigor" rather than
work, the Hanford Site was considered to be a lethargy or energy. Vigor was defined as Log E/

production site and the computers were selected E0, whereas lethargy is Ln E0/E and is useful in
to maintain records. Nonetheless, at least two describing the slowing down process within the
significant shielding codes were developed at core. Each unit increase in vigor corresponded
the Hanford Site in that era. The first of these exactly to an order of magnitude L-,tcreasein
was the MAC code, which employed the re- energy. A plot of neutron flux, or neutron dose
moval-diffusion theory to predict the attenua- rate versus vigor, yielded a linear description of
tion characteristics ofthe various concretes. A the relative importance of the neutrons as a
similar code was developed at the same time in function of energy, No one else found any value
England, using slightly different methods, but in the use of vigor.

achieving similar success. An approximation to the neutron spectrum
The second significant code written at the in the shield was made using the Westcott cross

Hanford Site was ISOSHLD, which uses the section method. This technique divided the
point kernel method. One important feature of lower energy flux into two components, the
this code was the inclusion of specific built-in thermal flux and the slowing down flux. Based
geometries that grossly simplifieddatainput. A on the bare and cadmium-covered gold mea-
second important feature was the inclusion of surements, the _-lative magnitude of these two
the RIB D code to generate the fission product components was established. By neglecting any
inventory associated with irradiated fuel. The losses in the slowing down flux as a function of
included databases made it easy to use the code, energy, this component could be extrapolated to
once the parameters were understood, the higher energy "fission" distribution whose
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magnitudewas approximatedby the activityof transportworld using discrete ordinatesand
the sulfur foils under the assumptionthe fiss_qn Monte Carlo codes for current shielding calcu-

" spectrum still applied in the shield. In spite of lations. Such methods probably eliminate the
known limitations, this method did provide an need for experiments such as those described;
indicationof spectralchangestakingpiace within however, in their absence, the experiments pro-
the shields. With the advent of more powerful vided a finn basis for the design of production
computers, the HanfordSite hasmoved into the reactor shields.

Conclusion

The completionofthe attenuationandstruc- Additionally, the studies on heat damageto the
tural measurements onthe various high-density Masonite resulted in changes that permitted
concretes provided a database that could be increases in production, while at the same time
used in the designof shields fornew reactors. At maintaining shield integrity. The decade of the
the Hanford Site, the top shieldof the C Reactor 1950's was an exciting time at the Hanford Site
was constructed of concrete, whereas the sides inthe fieldof shielding. Although it seemedlike
were constructed of iron-Masonite. As more therewasalotofpaperworkinthosedaystoget
and more data were acquired, the later reactors, anything done, we safely completed the tests in
KE, KW, and NPR, had shields of various a relatively short period of time and with very
testedconcretes. Using t _ncretein these shields few people involved. Those days are gone for-
materially reduced the cost of the facilities, ever, but I hope the results linger on.
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Aircraft Shielding Experiments
. at General Dynamics Fort Worth, 1950-1962

Norman M. Schaeffer
Schaeffer Associates

Fort Worth, Texas

Background

In 1946,as a resultof a nuclearpropulsion diauon source for shield testing in flight. The
feasibility studycalled NEPA (NuclearEnergy formerwa_ called theGTR(GroundTestReac-
PropulsionforAircraft),startedduringtheMan- tor) and the latterthe ASTR (Aircraft Shield
hattan Project,a program was initiated under Test Reactor).
joint Atomic EnergyCommissionand AirForce This paper is a recollection of the aircraft
sponsorship to develop nuclear powered air- shieldingworkdone in FortWorthfrom19531o
craft. The programcame to be called the ANP 1962, when I was a memberof the shielding
(Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion) program.Origi- group. Extensive radiation effects studies were
nallytwo modified B-36 aircraftwere planned, also performed by other groups. There were
theX-6andtheX-9.TheX-6wastobeanuclear also other shielding investigations done after
propulsiontest bed, and the X-9 was to be a 1962, until the facility was decommissioned in
shield test vehicle. In 1950, the Air Forcede- 1970. Since this se'sion is devoted to shielding
eided to establish a nuclear research facility at history, I will describe whatwere, in retrospect,

. Consolidated-Vultee Aircraft Corporation in the most interesting ezperiments in which I
Fort Worth, Texas. The purpose was to investi- participated. Of course, the aircraft was the best
gate the shielding and radiation effects ques- photo op, so it is Figure 1, the Nuclear Test
lions that would have to be understood to de- Airplane in flight, carrying the ASTR in the aft

- sign, test andbuild a nuclear powered airframe, bomb bay for in-flight measurements, which
Although the X-6 was canceled in 1953, the X- will be described below.

6 was retained for the airframe research pro- In 1954, an experimental shielding pro-gram. Responsibility for propulsion develop
gram was developed by B. P. Leonard and

ment was assigned in separate contracts to myselfwhichincorporatedair, groundand struc-
General Electric and Pratt & Whitney. ture scattering experiments with three sources:

The plant was subsequently renamed alarge Co-60 source, the GTR, and finally, the
Convair, FortWorth; later, General Dynamics, ASTR. Shield penetration measurements were
Fort Worth. The Nuclear Aircraft Research alsoplanned with the GTR, and were also very
Facility (NARF) was to have two reactors: a interesting, as we shall see. The program was
copy of the Bulk Shielding Reactor at ORNL carded out from 1954 to March 29, 1961. The
for shield mockups and ground tests, and a final date is alsoof interest, and wewill mention
reactor especially configured as a variable ra- it again.

Ground Experiments

The XB-36 aircraft had been stripped of reactors. Measurements were made throughout
engines andequipment, and was available, so it the fuselageandinside arubberandlead shielded
was used for some preliminary measurements cylinder (a half-scale shielded crew compart-
with alarge Co-60 source. After making appro- ment mockup) mounted in the forward bay.

" priate measurements without the aircraft, the These measurements were then repea_ed with
Co-60 storage cask was positioned beneath the the GTR replacing the Co-60 source at the same
fuselage, and the source was rifted out of the approximate location. Figure 2 shows the GTR
cask to the centerline of the aft bomb bay, a in an aircraft fuselage.
position that would be employed later with the
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The GTR was also used as a source forair materialswere studied in a joint program with
andgroundscattering measurementsby hoist- GE.2'3Although some configurations were in-
ing the reactor with a crane to a height of about tended as shield mockups, the majority were
30 mete, s above a concrete ramp.t Figure 3 systematic studies of the effects on external
shows the arrangement. Wide discrepancies dose rates of varying the quantity or position of
between measurementsand calculationsof the a given material either by itself or within an
gamma dose rates in air, and partiodarly in the array of another material.Typically, one might
shielded cylinder in the ground level and early have 2 to 10 crn of gamma shielding, such as
flight tests, helped to define the importance of tungsten, steel, or depleted uranimn, in an array
gamma rays fromneutroncapture, particularly of neutron shielding, such as lithium hydride,
the 6 Mev gamma fromN 16captv_e.Compari- beryllium, beryllium oxide, with or without
son of measurements made at CD in 1955, and boral layers adjacent to the higher density ma-
at the ORNL Tower Shieldir,g Facility, which terials. Borated stainless steel, zirconium hy-
had just kecome operational, made the ANP dride, lead, and boron carbide were also tested.
shielding communi:y at ORNL, GE and GD For this program GE loaned us what was prob-
aware of the problem, and forced us to make ably the world's largest concentration of exotic
more accurate analyses of secondary gamma shield materials.

rays produced in air. Togive anidea of the materialsstudies that
The absence of penetration data on bulk were performed, a series of slab arrays are

shields 1.,'_adto the design andinstallation of the shown schematically in Figure 5. This series
GTR Outside Test Tank, shown in Figure 4. was designed to observe the effects of locating
This was a water tank, about 4 meters in diam- several slabs of lead at various positions in a
eter and height, with a central well for the GTR medium of LiH, boron stainless steel, and BeO.
in its small water moderator tank, and with an The lead wassandwiched in boral plate.*Simu-
adjacenttectangularoil-filledopeningintowhich lated ducts were also tested, and samples of
shield mockups could be placed. Thus, side many aircraft materials were placed between
shield arrays of 35 x 35 inch slabs of candidate slabs in various neutron specL'ato give a basis
shield materials could be placed next to the for estimates of component activadc.n.
GTR moderator for neutron and gamma ray
penetration measurements in air outside the
tank. Using this arrangement, several hundred *Boralis a sandwichof aluminumandboroncarbide
slabcombinations of gammaandneutron shield usedto suppressthermalneutrons.

Flight Experiments

The most exciting part of the program in- flight to alter the radiation distribution from the
volved the experiments using the ASTR as a source.
radiationsource, since it included flight tests in
a specially-modified B-36. The reactor,shown Although many more configurations were
in Figure 6, was composed of BSR-type fuel possible, it was determined in ground mapping
elements mounted horizontally, supported be- measurements that four configurations shown
tween two grid plates in an 81-cm-diameter in Figure 7 represented the most interesting
water moderator tank, surrounded by about 8 possibilities for the flight program: ali tanks
crnofleadon the sides andrear, and 15cminthe full, rear tank empty, one side tank empty, and

both side tanks empty.front. The lead jacket was enclosed by two
concentric annular water tanks on the sides, a A B-36H aircraft was modified for the
cylindrical tank on the rear, and fivecylindrical flightprogram,andwascalled theNTA (Nuclear
tanks in the front. Ali outer surfaces were cov- Test Airplane). The nose was altered to accept
ered with boral. The shield wascompleted by an a four-man crew compartment which was
additional 15-cm-thickcylinderoflead mounted shielded with an inner layer of lead and an outer
just forward of the reactor assembly.Each of the layerof 15cmof borated rubber. Figure8 shows
water shield tanks could be drained and filledin the reactor and crew compartment in their rela-
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rive positions on the rampbeforeinstallation in minethecontributionof the aircraftstructureby
the aircraft. Figure 9 shows the crew compan- extrapolatingto zero air density. From such

¢,

ment being installed in the B-36. The reactor extrapolations, the observed structure effect
wassuspendedon the fuselagecenterlinein the (- 10%to70%,dependingonlocation)is shown
aftbomb bay. Special groundsupportloading forseveraldetectorsin Table 1forneutronsand
platformswere installed in a taxi ramp in the gammarays.

reactorareato loadthe ASTRbeforeeachflighL Tocomplete the program,the reactor,half-
and retrieve it after landing, scalecompartment,andcrew compartmentwere

The aircraft was equipped withneutron and shipped to the ORNL Tower Shielding Facility
gammadoserate detectors, andthermal neutron for aset of n_easurementsaway from the ground
detectors at six positions along the fuselage, in in the absence of the aircraft structure. This set
the half-scale compartment in the forward bay, of data provided _ direct measure of the strut-
and at six positions in the crew compartment, ture effect. Fig-am 13 shows the reactor and
Figures 10 and 11show the detector locations, crew compartment at the ORNL TSF.s
Although some data was obtained manually in Younger members of the audience will be
the crew compartment, most was recorded on wonderingwhathappenedtotheANPprogram.
multitrack mag tape for post-flight analysis. President John Kennedy canceled the program

Data aboard the NTA was supplemented March 28, 1961.This date is easy for the author
with additional measurements made aboard the of this paper to remember: he was co-program
chase plane, a B-50 aircraft, which escorted the chairman of the fh'st (and only) unclassified
NTA on each flight. Data was recorded aboard symposiumon Nucleonics in Flight, sponsored
the B-50at640 meters.Nuclearengineersaboard bythe ANS NorthTexas Section, which started
the B-50 to take the radiationdatawererequired on the day following the cancellation. The
to undergo parachute training and be prepared opening paper by the keynote speaker was

. to jump in the event that it became necessary to withdrawn, as were several other papers which
jettison the reactor if a malfunction occurred, were to be the first unclassified descriptions of
Fortunately, this never happened, nuclear aircraft engines under development.

From February 1956 to March 19,:17,the The GD nuclear group continued research
NTA made 17 flights; 16 at altitudes of 3050, in shielding and radiation effects supporting
5200,9250, and 11,300meters (10,000,17,000, other nuclear applications until the facility was
26,000,and 37,000 feet),and oneflightover the closed in 1970.
Gulf of Mexico at 300 meters (1000 feet).1,4 Although the ANP program is now only a

If ali otherparameters areconstant, the dose footnote to the history of nuclear applications,
rateat agiven detector should vary linearly with it provided awealth of shielding data and analy-
air density. The variations with air density for sis methods forair transport, and shield penetra-
neutrons and gamma rays at two detectors are tion,which has greatly benefited ali subsequent
shown in Figure 12.Empirically, onecan deter- work in radiation shielding.
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Figure 1. Nuclear test aircraft.

/

" Figure 2. GTR in B-60.
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Figure 3. GTR on crane for air/ground scattering measurements.
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?igure 4, Outside test facility•
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Figure 6. ASTR cutaway.
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Figure 13. ASTR at TSF.
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Table I.StructureScattering

FASTNEUTRONS

Extrapolated Dose Rate (mrem/hr-watt) ,,,
NTA Configuration3,, Configuration4 C_)nflguration5

Station Zero % of value at Zero I% of value at Zero % of value at
Intercept 10000 ft Intercept I 10000 ft Intercept 10000 ft

201 3.4(-5) 14 8.2(-5) 14 3.7(-3) 13

211 1.2(-4) 26 4.8(-4) 40 1.8(-2) 34

221 3.6(-4) 35 6.3(-4) 24 2.3(-2) 21

271 7.3(-4) 36 1.3(-2) 69 4.9(-2) 27

•, 281 4.8(-4) 35 6.0(-3) 38 3.0(-2) 21

_RAYS

202 1.8(-5) 22 7.0(-6) 4 3.0(-5) 1

212 2.0(-5) 17 1.5(-5) 7

222 1.3(-4) 42 1.4(-4) 29 1.0(-3) 18

272 1.9(-3) 76 3.6(-3) 73 2.2(-3) 31

"_2 6.9(-4) 67 1.3(-3) 69 9.5(-4) 29

6 1.3(-6) 27 4.0(-7) 24 4.0(-5) 8
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Where Have the Neutrons Gone A History of the
• Tower Shielding Facility

F. J. Muckenthaler

• Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Introduction

In the early 1950's, the concept of the unit been the only reactor facility in the United
shield for the nuclearpowered aircraftreactor States (U.S.) designed andbuilt for radiation-
changed to one of the divided shield concept shielding studies in which both the reactor
wherethereactorandcrewcompartmentshared sourceandshieldsamplescouldberaisedinto
the shieldingload. Designcalculations for the the alrtoprovidemeasurementswithoutground
divided shield were tcing made basedon data scatteringor other spuriouseffects. Although
obtained in studies for the unit shield, lt was the Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion (ANP) pro-
believed that these divided shield designs were gram was terminated in 1961, the remarkable
subject to error, the magnitude of which could versatility and usefulness of the facility contin-
not tc estimated. This belief led to the designof ued to make it a valuable tool in resolving other
the Tower Shielding Facility where divided- problems in shielding research. This paper dis-
shield-type measurementscould tc madewith- cusses that facility, its reactors, and some cho-
out interference from ground or structural scat- sen experiments from the list of many that were

,, tering, performed at that facility during the past 38
The Tower ShieldingFacility (TSF) at the years.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has

Facility Development

In 1946,the U.S. Air Forcedecidedto reasonablelevels,the shieldingshouldtc di-
implementanambitiousprogramto producea videdbetweenthereactorandthe crewcom-
nuclear-poweredlong-rangebomber.Aflersome partment of the aircraft. Since it was not pos-
early studies showed that one of the more sible to do experiments on a divided shield in
difficult problems to solve was that of shielding either the Bulk Shielding Reactor (BSR) or the
the reactor for the crew's benefit without sink- Lid Tank, anew research tool was proposed by
ing the airplane, and realizing that the abilityto ORNL, later to tc known as the TSF.

design shields with any degree of confidence Design requirements were established to
was minimal, it was decided to enlarge the limit the ground and structure scattering of
existing shielding program at ORNL. As a neutron andgamma rays into the crewcompart-
result of these concerns, ORNL management ment of the aircraft to 15% of the air-scattered
decided to increase the scope of the shielding
work under the direction of E. P. Blizard and dose foran airplane weighing up to 125tonsand

- others with support from the Air Force. One to have areactor and crew compartment separa-
result was the construction of the Bulk Shield- tion distance between 60 and 100 feet.
ing Reactor in order to test the large shields that Several concepts were given consideration,

. would tc required for a reactor that would but the first serious preliminary design for the
power an airplane that could weigh up to a half TSF is shown in Figure 1, where the hoisting
a million pounds, tower had two legs that were 200 feet high and

Further design studies done by the NEPA were placed 200 feet apart. These legs sup-
project personnel strongly indicated, however, ported a bridge and two hoists for raising and
that to reduce the weightof the reactor shield to loweringthe reactor andcrew shield. The swim-
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ming-pool-typereactorwastobeplacedina 12- operatinghoists to positionthereactorandcrew
foot-diameter tank of waterwhich weighed 60 shield independently and to permit storage of
tons. The reactor could be lowered into a 25- _P, reactor in the pool. This design met the ,
foot-deep water pool for servicing. The crew nuclear requirements stated previouslybecause
shield, including aircraft components, could there were no structures required near the reac-
weight up to 75 tons. The operations building tor other than the lifting cables. ,lt

was to be underground, covered with at least
five feet of dirt.Thisbuildingwas to house the ORNL submitted a preliminary proposal
reactor controls, the data-taking equipment, and for the facility which was acceptedby the AEC
the hoist controls. This design was developed and thedesign workwas startedin July 1952.
by C.Cliffordasprojectmanagerwith the aidof The construction was begun at a site showu in
the Architect Engineering firm of Knappen, Figure 3 in March 1953 and completed in
Tibbets, Abbot, and McCarthy. February 1954.The reactor and instrument in-

stallations were completed in June of 1954.The
The above design was evaluated for the totalcostofconstructionwasjustslightlyunder

effects of neutron scattering from the massive the two tnillion dollar budget allowed.
steel structure and the ground by A.Simon, who
had joined Blizard's group for this purpose. The first TSF reactor (TSR-I) was nearly a
Simon predicted that the scattering from these duplicate of the first swimming pool reactor
two sources would be too large for this strut- using removable aluminum alloy fuel elements
ture, which led to a second generation",design, in a rectangular array. Figure4 shows the reac-
shown in Figure 2, that used Simon's input to tor, whichwas supported from atravelling dolly
reduce the unwanted effects. This design used that ran on tracks spanning a 12-foot water-
guyed tower legs to minimize the structure filled tank with a spherical bottom. The reactor
required for wind loads andextended the height could be positioned anywhere on the horizontal
of the towers to 315 feet so that the experiment midplane of the tank, which when filled with
could be lifted to 200 feet. A 1/60 scale model water weighed 60 tons. The reactor was also ,
of this configuration built by Clifford and Jack designed so that it could be removed from the
Estabrook demonstrated the ability of the six tank remotely and be placed in a shield mockup.

Early Shielding Experiments

Since the facility was built to perform ex- Prior to this experiment, ali gamma-ray mea-
periments with adivided shield free fromexecs- surements at the TSF were made using dosim-
sive background from ground-scattered radia- eters. Forthiswork, it wasdesirable to measure
tion, it was fitting and proper that the first the spectra of these gamma rays. This was done
shielding-typemeasurement shoulddemonstrate with a three-inch sodium iodide crystal USing a
that the facility did indeed provide that capabil- three-channel analyzerwith IMeV energy reso-
ity. Results from these measurements indicated lution. This crude approach showed promise,
the ground scattering component at 195 feet and the method was later improved by using a
was about 2% of the total scattered neutrons, five-inch sodium iodide detector and advanced

electronics.In late 1954, the first experiments using a

specially designed reactorshield tank were ini- In 1957, this experiment was repeated us-
tiated. The reactor was placed in the GE-de- ing a more controlled approachas shown in
signed ANPR-I vessel and both neutron and Figure 5. A collimated beam of neutrons was
gamma-raydose ratemeasurementswere made allowed to escape into the atmosphere and the
with the detectors in asquare, water-f'tlledtank. resulting gamma-rayproduction measured was
By 1955, the programbecame more concerned with a well-collimated sodium iodide crystal.
with performance of differential-type dose rate Theend ofthe reactorcollimatorwaseitherbare
measurements, or covered with borated plexiglass to obtain

In early 1956 a study was made of the spectraforboththermal-andfast-neutroninter-
neutron capture gamma rays produced in air. actions with air.
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InP_xly1958,anAircraftShieldTest Reac- An experimentalmethodfor theoptimiza-
tor(ASTR)experimentwasperformedincoop- tion of a dividedneutronshield was developed

• erationwith Convalffr--ortWorthto obtaindata for theTSF using reactorshield and simulated
for comparisonwith that obtained from their crew shield tanks,each having compartments
own Nuclear T:st Airplaneprogram.For this thatcould be filled with water or drainedre-

. mockup(see Figure6) theASTR was attached motely(see Figures7 and 8).Results fromthese
to an aluminumframeand the crew compart- measurementswere used to determinethe de-
meritattachedat the other end 65 feet away. gree of asymmetryof the reactor shield that
This combinationwas thenraisedto 200 feetto wouldgive a minimum shield weight.
simulate flight conditions.

TSH-II Design

Because of the difficulties in calculating Director Alvin Weinberg suggested that the
shieldper ormancein theearlyyears,itbecame newreactorshouldbeageneralpurposesource,
rbepracticeto testshielddesignsusingaknown somethingthatcouldbe usedto coverproblems
neutronsourceandfullscale mockupsoftheas- of importanceto shiclds for any reactor cycle
designedshiekLTheeffectivenessofthi_ shield thatmightpresentitself.Ali ofthe requirements
in conjunction with the reactordesign would mentionedled E. P. Blizardto suggest that the
thenbepredictedby makingcorrectionsforthe reactor be spherical to provide an isotropic
differencesin soume terms.The power source source. If spherical, reactor controls would
sel_ted for propulsionof the aircraftearly in present a problemand C. E. Clifford proposed
the programwas a circulating-fuel,reflector- thatthe controlplatesbe internalto thecore to
moderatedreac,J3r(CVRMR)being designedby minimize perturbationof the leakage flux. Its

. PrattandWhitney Aircraft,somethingconsid- design was directedby Clifford with the assis-
erablydiffcr¢at than the swimming-pool-type ranceofL. B. HollandandCharlesAngel. What
reactor used at the TSF. This difference in materializedbecameknownasTSR-II,a ache-
reactor s_ m_dcompositions would have matic of which is shown in Figure 9. The new

" madeitvery diffi(;ul_toapplythepmpercorrec- reactorbecame operationalin February1961 at
lions, lt was prol:osedthatthe shield measure- the approved maximum power of 100 kW.
ments should be made with a source whose Elevenyearslater,approvalwas given tooper-
radiationleakage was similarto that _om the ate the reactor at 1 MW, the maximumpower
CVRMR. lt was also suggested that a new achieved during its lifetime. The reactorwas
ShieldMockupReactorbe builthavinga beryl used for only one experimentin the ANl' pro-
liumreflectorshapedliketheIxolxJsedCVRMR, gram,a divided shield mockupstudy for Pratt
A design was submittedto Laboratorymanage- and Whitney Aircraft Company, before the
ment but this concept was rejected.Research ANP programwas canceled in June 1961.

Follow-On Experimental Programs

The loss of ANP supportwas not "deadly" and Officeof Civil Defense in 1961-62 to study
totheTSFasits usefulnesshad alreadyattracted the shielding effectiveness of the covers being
attentionfrom other programs.An agreement designed formissile silos that were undercon-
hadbeenreachedbetween theUnitedKingdom struction.Concernwas centered on reducing

" andthe U.S. Defense Atomic SupportAgency costs while maintainingthe safety of personnel
ODA_A)tomeasuretheauenuafion characteris- and equipmentin the silos. Otherexperiments
tics of specific military vehicles and research for DASA followed, including measurements

• models of mutual interest during1961. These of the angulardependenceof fast-neutrondose
measurementsinvolvedpersonnelfromtheU.S. ratesand thermal-neutronfluxes reflected from
Army Tank Automotive Center,General Dy- concrete, ush;g a mockup shown in Figure 10.
namics/Fort Worth,andORNL. A specific se- Analytical methods that were verified in that
ties of measurementswere madefortheDASA experimentwere used to calculate the neutron
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flux as measured in large concreteducts con- was designed andfabricatedby Atomics Inter-
tainingone, two, andthreebends as shown in national,wentcriticalattheTSF in April 1967.
Figure I 1. Measurementswere made of the neutronspec- •

About1964,anNE-213spectrometerbeing tta above 1 MeV transmittedthroughtypical
developedby V.V. Verbinskiwasinttoducedat SNAP shielding materials placed beneath the
the TSF as a useful tool to measure neutron reactor.These materials included lead, Z_Su,

above about 800 keV. Its presencewas tungstenpowder,hevimet,lithiumhydride,and
soon joined by that of the specially designed laminated slabs of those materials. This was
Benjamin-type hydrogen-filled detectors for followed by measurement of the gamma-ray
measurementofthe neutronenergiesfromabout spectrammsmittedthroughthese samemateri-
40 keV to 1.5 MeV. With the adventof these als before the SNAP program at the TSF was
spectrometers, the value of the data used for terminatedin 1971.
testing the analyticalmethods, such as F.R. From late 1970 to 1975, a large portionof
Myna_'s discrete drdinates code DOT, was the TSF's time was devoted to the Fast Flux
greatly improved.Later, in 1970, the Bonner Test Facility (FFI'F) program as part of the
balldetector system was developed to provide Liquid Metal Fast BreederReactor program.
a measurementofthe integralneutronflux.The Experimentswere proposedto aid in thedevel-
BFyfilled spherical detector was surrounded opmentof analyticaltechniques forcalculating
by spheres of polyethylene having different the neutronpenetrationthroughspecific areas
thicknesses, each combinationbeing sensitive of the FFTF. Of particularinterest were mea-
to a given neutronenergyregion.Thepresence surcmentsof neutronstreaming throughplanar
of this combination of detectorseliminated the andcylindricalannularslits in thickironshields
need for dose ratemeasurements, that represented the top head of the reactor

Considerable time and effort was spent shield.Variousintegralexperimentsweredone
performing further programs for DASA that that includeddemonstrationplantshieldstudies
included: (1) the thermal-neutron capture proposed by GE and Westinghouse. Experi-
gamma-ray spectral intensifies from various ments were mn to test the calculations by GE
shielding materials; (2) investigation of the that radiationtransportthrough shields of large
minima in total cross sections for nitrogen, diameter stainless steel or boron carbide filled
oxygen, carbon, and lead; (3)measurement of rods could be adequately ,_escribed using a
the angle-dependent neutron energy spectra homogeneous model. By 1974, that work was
emergent from large lead, polyethylene, de- completed and further efforts in the LMFBR
pleted uranium,andlaminated slabshields; and program were applied to the Clinch River
(4) gamma-ray spectra arising from thermal- Breeder Reactor (CRBR)program.
neutron capture in elements found in soils, The experimental capabilities at the TSF
concrete, and structural materials, were greatlyimproved in 1975by additionof a

In the late 1960's, work was initialed in newreactorshield.Priorto this, the reactorwas
support of the Space Nuclear Auxiliary Power contained in the reactor shield ball that was
(SNAP) program.Measurementswere madeof faced by concrete to minimize scattering and
the scattered neutrons from support tabs and provideaflatsurfaceagainstwhichthe mockups
beryllium control drums that would be ex- could be placed. The new shield permitted
tended beyond the shadow shield when the placement of the moekups much closer to the
SNAP reactor was in flight. This work was reactor and, with an increase in collimatordi-
extended to include measurement of the fast- ameter, the source strength incident upon the
neutron transmission through an"infinite" slab mockups was increased by a factor of 200. The
of lithium hydride and measurementof the fast- change altered the description of the source
neutron dose rate transmitted through a toni- term from a previouslyconsidered point source
tally shapedlithium hydrideshield, to a disk source.

In 1965,it was proposed that theTSFinstall The first experiment using the new shield
a modified SNAP 2/10A reactor to provide was a measurement of the CRBR upper axial
experimentalresultsforcomparisonwithMonte shield mockup. The full strength of the new
Carlo calculations of the radiation penetration sourceterm was used to measureneutron trans-
through shadow shields. The reactor, which port through 18inches of stainless steel and 15
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feet of sodium followed by 35 inches of iron. During 1984, the TSF became involved in
Measurementsfollowedof theneutronstream- studiesof theradiationexposuresreceived from

" ingin aCRBRprototypiccoolantpipechaseway the atombomb explosions overHiroshimaand
(see Figure 12) and the programended with Nagasaki by mocking up a concrete structure
comparisonmeasurements of the neutron at- simulatinga small single-story concrete block

- tenuation through stainless steel and inconel house and makinginternalmeasurements.The
whenused as a radial blanketshield, dataprovidedverificationof the discrete ordi-

natesThree.dimensionalOakRidge Transport
By 1977, the Gas Cooled Fast Reactor ComputerCode (TORT) being developed at

programreplacedtheCRBRworkwith a desig- ORNL.
hated program of eight specific experiments InNovember 1985, the TSF began partici-
that continued un_ 1980. They included ex-
perimentson the gr'ld-plateshield design, the pationin a cooperative experimentalprogram
radialblanketconfiguration,theshield hetero- hetweentheJapanesePowerReactorandNuclearFuel DevelopmentCorpora_on(PNC) and the
geneitymockup, theexit shield,andtheplenum U.S. DOE. The program,entitledJASPER for
shield designs. Japanese-AmericanShielding Programof Ex-

In 1983, studies for the High Temperature perimentalResearch,was designed to meet the
Gas Cooled Reactorprogramwere initiatedto needs of both participants.Eight experiments
provide data for verificationof the analytical were planned,withthefirsttworeachingcomple-
methods used to calculate the radiationtrans- tion beforethe TSF wasshutdown in 1987.The
portedthrough the bottom reflector and core remainingsixexperimentswere completedthis
support structureand to predict the radiation September following resumption of reactor
damage atthe supportstructure, operationin 1990.
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Figure 1•Early concept for the Tower Shielding Facility.
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. /" DETECTOR COLLIMATING SLIT

Figure5.Experimental configurationfor measuring gamma rays produced from neutron
capturesin air.
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Figure 6. The ASTR suspended in air at the TSF.
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Figure10. Experimentalarrangementfor measurementsof fastneutronsreflectedfrom
, concrete.

Figure 11. Experimental arrangement for measurements within a duct with two bends.
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History and Evolution of Buildup Factors

David K. Trubey
Consultant

. Citrus Springs, Florida

Abstract

The term "buildup factor" has been in use butnew resultsareavailable based on modem
since the Manhattan Project to account for crosssections and which take into account the
scattering in the representation of the gamma- various secondary radiations. Various fitting
ray attenuation function. Buildup factors are functions representingtheinfmitemediumdata
usedextensively in point kernelcodes forusein have been in use in the point kernel codes for
shield design. The data from the Goldstcin- many years. Fitting functions have also been
Wilkins moments method calculations of 1954 devised to use infinite medium buildup factors
havebeen the standarddatainuse until recently, for the design of multilayer shields.

introduction

According to Goldstein,1 the gamma-ray scatteringisthemostfrequentproccssforgamma
buildupfactor is a"term whose origin is lost in rays in the energy range O.1 to 10 MeV, espe-
the mists of the earlyhistory of the Manhattan daily in low-Z materials. A photon mayeasily

• Project."Itsintroductionstemsfrom the obscr- experience five to tensuccessive Comptoncol-
vafion that the calculations for the uncollided lisions before its eventual outrightabsorption,
photons, i.e., those which have arrived at R whichmost frequentlyoccurs in aphotoelectric

. without suffering any collisions, are usually a process. The photon energy decreases in each
relatively simple matter, involving only an ex- scattering. The gamma-ray energy suffers
ponential kernel. The buildup factor is then a thereby aprogressive degradation. The average
multiplicativefactorwhich correctsthe answer fractional energy loss in a Compton process
which is proportionalto the uncollided flux decreases in the course of degradation.There-
density so as to include the effects of the scat- fore, the photons tend to accumulate in the
tered photons. To define the termformally, let lower portion of the spectrum down to the
the superscript 0 refer the uncoUidedphotons, energy range where outright photoelectric ab-
Suppose what is sought is some functionalf(V); sorptionbecomes predominant.
then the buildup factor B with respect to ¥ is
defined by The most common buildup factors are for

calculating the quantities dose and energy ab-
f(¥) = B f0_t°), (1) sorption as defined by Goldstein and Wilkins

where V is the energy flux density. (G-W) in their famous report.3 This work has
been a benchmark of remarkable durability

lt was observed in very early experiments since it was issued in 1954. In fact, until verythat photon attenuationunder broad-beamcon-
ditions is less than under narrow-beam condi- recently, the majority of the buildup factor data

in any compilation or computer program would• tions due to scattering; that is, the attenuation
coefficient hasa spuriouslylow apparentvalue, be fromG-W. Inview of presentdefruitions,we
For example, the x-ray attenuationresults of would call these respectively air kernm (or

. Wyckoffet al.2areshownin terms of curves for exposure) and energy deposition buildup fac-
broad and narrow beams, and the ratiois called tors.
a "buildup" factor. Not only in broad-beam To quantify the above discussion, we com-
experiments, but in general the presence of pute the buildup factor Br from the known
secondary scattered photonsinfluences heavily energy flux density ¥(R,E) from a source of
the whole process of penetration. Compton photons havhlg an energy Eo,
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Bj(R,Eo) = [I¥ (R,E) IX/(E)dE] / where K is called the point kernel, Ixk(Eo)is the
[_°(R,E) IX/(E)dE], ('2) kerma response or flux-to-kerma rate functionand Ix0= IX(E0)is the attenuation coefficient

(total cross section). A number of point kernelwhere Ix/E) is a weighting or response function
at energy E and normally is the energy deposi- codes have been developed which calculate the
tion coefficient for a particular material. The energy absorption, kerma, or dose at specific
usual ones yield kerma for air, tissue, or the locations in a 3-dimensional geometry by per-
particular medium for which the flux density forming a numerical integration of Eq. 3 over a
was calculated, sourcevolume.The htildup factor can be evalu-

For application to a point source in an ated from a fitting function, such as given in
infinite, homogeneous medium, the kerma rate Table 1 or from interpolation in a table of
at a distance R from a source of I photon per buildup factor data.
second of energy Eo is

X(R,e0)= (Co)expf-Ix0R)
Bk(IXoR,Eo)/(4/r.R2),(3)

Source of Buildup Factor Data
Prior to 1954, values of the buildupfactor similarly asa functionofenergy. Bythismethod,

were estimated for shielding calculations by the values of Z .. for various concrete mixtures
approximatemethods.Forexample, somemanu- have been determined to be in the range 11 to
als suggested using the absorption cross section 27; the lower values correspond to ordinary
instead of the attenuation coefficient for the concretes and upper values correspond to the
argument of the exponential, i.e., heavy concretes. Results of this type are given

B_oR)exp(-Ix0R' = exp(-IxR), (4) by Walker and Grotenhuis7 which provided
buildup factordata forconcrete in use for many

where Ix-uis the attenuations,coefficient and Ixais years until data became available from direct
the absorptioncoeffic|ent.; s mentionedabove, calculation.
G-W published buildup factors and infinite
medium spectra frommomentsmethod calcula- Recently,ANS-6.4.3,Babuildupfactorcom-
tions forpoint andplane sourcesin 1954.Addi- pilation intended to replace G-W as standard
tional moments method results have been pub- reference data, has become available. AN,_-
lished bySpencer, Eisenhauer, etal.4Otherdata 6.4.3 data cover the energy range 0.015-15
have been published by many authors calcu- MeV to 40 mean free paths (mfp) for 22 ele-
lated by various methods, such as the reports by ments and 3 mixtures: air, water, and ordinary
Penkuhn? Many of the authors published only concrete. Most of the data in the standard have

not been published previously. The buildupa few values to validate their methods by com-
factor data for elements below molybdenumparison to the G-W results. Unfortunately, very come from moments method calculations of

little experimental data are available due to a
lack of monoenergetic sources except for 137Cs Eisenhauer et al. Thedata for the higher atomic
and _Co. Additional data for 6-MEV photons number elements are from PALLAS calcula-
are available from the experiments of Bishop et tions of Sakamoto and Tanaka.9 Unlike most
al.6 previous work, these data include important

secondary radiations, particularly bremsstrahl-
Formixtures, such assoil or concrete, G-W ung and fluorescent radiation. Considerable

recommended that an eftective atomic number detail is given near the absorption edges where
Zeabe deduced by comparing the shape of the the buildupfactor getsvery large, mostly due to
attenuation coefficient for the mixture as a the discontinuous photoelectric cross section,
functionofenergy withthe correspondingcurves but also to the emergence of fluorescent radia-
for individual elements of known atomic num- tion. In addition to the buildup factor data, there
ber Z. In addition to general agreement in the are tablesofcorrection factors to aecount forthe
shape of the attenuation coefficient curves, it is change in ,spectranear the shield-tissue inter-
desirable that the curves of the ratio of the face and for the neglect of coherent scattering.
Compton cross section to the total cross section These tables are from ASFIT calculations in
(attenuation coefficient) should also behave India. |°'||
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Table I. Buildup Factor Filling Functions

o

1. Infinite medium (x in mfp), point source
Taylor

. B(x)=Alexp(alx)+A2exp(-o-zx)
A2= I -A1

Linear
B(x)= I +Ax

Quadratic
B(x)= I+ Ax + Bx2

Polynomial(Capo)
N

B(E.x)= x 13,,(L_
m=0

Berger
B(x) -- 1 + Cx [exp (Dx)]

Geometric-Progression (G-P)
B(E,x) -1 + (b- 1) (/t_-l) / (K-l) for K ;e I and
B(E,x) =1 + (b - 1) x for K - 1

K(E,x) =cx + d [tanh(x/X k - 2)- tanh(-2)l / [1 - tanh(-2)]

2. Multiple slab or laminated media (each layer x imfp thick)
Kalos (lead followed by water, slab geometry)

• B(xi,_2) = B2(x 2) + [BI(Xl)-I][B2(x2)-I] "1 [B2(xI+x2)'B2(x2)]

Bowman-Tmbey (2 laye0

B(xI,x2)- B I(XI )B 2(x2) exp(-x2) + B 2(Xl +X2 ) [1-¢xp(-g2)]

Broder (N layers)

N N n N n-I

B(r.a,)= x B( _ x_)- x B( • xi)
n=l I n=2 I

Harima-Hirayama (mullflayer, x I includes all layers but faso

B(xl ,x2) =B l(xt)B z(xl+x2)f(xl,x2)

_xj,x 2)= 1 -x__"b/ a, forle_-watcr

_xl,x 2)= a/ (a+x_), forwater-lead

• log a= ot.(logxi)2+ [].(logx1)+ y

log b = 8.(log x_) + t:
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Fitting Functions

The most popularfittingfunctionsused in proachhas been very popularin a numberof
shielding applications are given in Table 1. codesbecause the coefficients [_arealso fit by
Probablytheearliestformulausedforabuildup polynomialsexpandedin powers of l/E, mak.
factor was the linear form. This form can be inginterpolationinenergyveryeasy.Unlikeall
used for thinshieldsbecause most of the scat- theotherformulationsconsideredhere, Capo's
tered flux is due to single scatteringwhich has coefficients result in an expressionwhich does
a l/r behaviornearthesource.Thisimplies that not reduce to exactly one forgR = 0.

thescatteredpartofthebuildupfa¢_rispropor- A two-parameter formula pml_.sed by
tional to r since theuncollidedflux is pmpor- Berger16andreintroducedby Chilton|-Ihas the
tionalto l/r 2.lt is interestingto notethatinRef. simplicityof the linerformbut fits thebuildup
1, Goldstein pointedoutthat forthe case of the factordatawell overa long range.This formula
energy absorptionbuildupfactor,the value of hasthe advantagesof simplicity andreasonable
the one parametercanbe determinedby assure- accuracy and, like the Taylor form, can be
ing conservationof energyandintegratingover integrated over simple source geometries. A
ali space. He showed that the coefficient A is plotof the exponential parameteras a function
given by of energypasses through0 for some elements,

A = (ig0"Igt)/ Igt' (5) whichmeansthatthe Bergerformreducesto the

whereIgtis the energydepositioncoefficientfor linear form in these cases.TmbeYn determined
kerma, the valueof theparametersforthe G-Wbuildup

factors and made extensive comparisonswith
Evenbefore the timeof G-W,variouspub- otherforms. HefoundtheBerger formulationto

lications such asRockwellt2listed parameters be preferableto the Taylorform, then in com-
fortheTaylor_3form. Itsaccuracyin reproduc- mon use, because the two terms arephysically
ing the publishedbuildupfactorsis fairlygood meaningful(separateuncollidedand scattered
for thehigherenergiesand the middleto higher fluxterms)and the parametersare slowly vary-
atomicnumbermaterials,but fails to give ac- ing.
ceptable values at lower energies and atomic The most recent form, the G-P t9'2° rune-
number. Interpolationof the parametersin en- tion, is the most accurateof ali the popular
ergy or atomic number is essentially impos- formsdue toits having 5 parametersandhaving
sible, lt is the nature of a sum of exponentials some basis in the transport physics, lt was
thatgreatlydifferentcoefficientscan givesimi- selectedforthe ANS-6.4.3 compilationbecause
lar results. Foderaroand Hall14proposed a 3- thebuildupfactorscouldhereproducedoverthe
term form which has been shown to he quite whole range of energy, atomic number, and
accuratefor water,a difficult case, butparam- shield thickness to within a few percenLThe
eters are not availablefor othermaterials, parametervalues can be interpolatedin energy

The use of a 4-termpolynomial, capableof and atomic numberwith good results.The G-P
goodaccuracy,became generallyfeasiblewhen function,with interpolationinenergy,hasbeen
CapoIspublisheda rathercomplete setof coef- incorporatedin theQAD21pointkernelcode as
ficients for many materials in 1958. This ap- well as others.

Finite Media and Laminar 1.syers

Ali the forms discussed above reproduce factormaygive a value that is too high. Chilton
infinitemediumresults,butmostshieldsare etal.z2givecorrectionfactorsbasedoncalcula-
composedoflayersofdifferentmaterialsand tionsofBergerandDoggett.23Thecorrection
have an outer boundary, lt is rathersurprising
that the pointkernel codesworkas weUas they fact°r'defined as (B,|ab"l) / (Bid'mi_:"l)'Canbe
do. as small as 0.75 for water and 0.4 MeV but

Many times with a shield of finite thick- increases to about0.98 at l0 MeV. lt is greater
hess, the use of an infinite medium buildup than0.97 forlead atall energiesabove0.4 MeV.
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Forlaminatedshields, itwasprobablyE.P. In 1962, Broder3°proposeda complicated
• Blizardwho first suggested that the last layer formulafor anynumberof layers as shown in

•buildupfactorbeusedbutwiththetotalnumber Table 1. Forthe case of 2 layers, it reducesto
of mean free paths,u The gammaraytends to
for_etthenamreofthe firstmaterials.Chiltonet B(xrX2) = B2(XI+X2) + lBl(xi) "B2(Xl)]" (6)

" a/._ give acommonlyused ruleforlaminations ltcanbeseenthatthisis similarto Blizard's
of twodifferentmaterials,of thicknessesx I and prescription,but with a correction term that
x2mfp, numberedin the directionfromsource dependson thedifference of thebuildupfactors
to detector as follows: If Zl < Z2, the overall for the two materialswith the thickness of the
buildupis approximatelyequal to the buildup first layeras the argument.
factorB 2 for the higher-Z medium with the use
of x t+ x2as its argument;if Zl > Z2,the overall Asx2gets large, Broder'sformula doesnot
buildupfactorto use is the productB1(xi)times account]'orthe final saturationbuildup in the
B2(x2).Thelaminations should eachbe atlea_t lastlayer whichshouldbe approximatelythatof
one mean-free-paththick, and the source pho- the last material alone. Kitazume31 therefore
tonenergy is usedas theenergyargumentforall proposedto multiply the correction term by a
tabulatedvalues, decaying exponential, i.e.,

If the laminations are many and thin, the B(xrX2) = B2(xI+x2)+ [Bl(x I)

shieldmay beconsideredhomogeneousandthe . B2(Xl) ] exp[-ax2] , (7)effective Z method mentioned above may be
used. Wood26describes a code to accomplish where ¢zis a parameterto be determined by
this. calculationsorexperiment.BtlnemannandRich-

A number of authors have examined the ter32reported,based°ncalculati°ns°fpenkulm
values of the buildup factor in the case of andSchubart,that¢xis in the range0-3 and that

.. layered shields of different atomic number, theKitazumeformula showed good agreement
Variousfunctions, suchas thoseshownin Table for water-aluminum-ironshields but poor re-
l have been proposed, stilts for a water-leadshield. In a 1967 article,
' Kitazume andOgushi33recommendedadding

- Probablythefirstmultilayerformulasfound anothercorrectiontermwith 2 more parameters
in the literaturearethe ones devisedby Kalos27 for light-heavy shields and energies above 2
based on resultsof Monte Carlocalculations. MeV. In their experiments, they studied 6°Co
The formula shown in the tableis fortransmis- gamma-raypenetrationof water,steel, andlead
sion through a lead-water slab shield and a shieldsarrangedinupto41ayersandupto8mfp
normal-incidence source. The water-leadfor- in thickness. They found thattheir formulas fit
mula(notshown here)is far morecomplicated, the experimentaldata to within 15%.
In an independentset of MonteCarlocalcula-
tions, Bowman and Tmbey2s found that the In recent work, Harimaand Hirayama_
Kalos formulas agreed with their results to introducea newformula andgive evidencethat
within 15% in most cases overa rangeof 1-10 multilayershields canbe representedby 2-layer
MeV and 1-6 mfp for both lead-water and shields wherethe first layersareali represented
water-leadshields, by the next-to-lastlayer in terms of theirtotal

The Kalosformulasdo notapplyforenergy mfp. Thus, their 2-layer form can be used forany number of layers, andit will be incorpo-
absorption(heating) in a slab. Bowman and rated into a new version of the QAD code.
Trubey29proposedthe formulashown in Table
1 for this application, and it seemed to be Based on recent publications and ongoing

" adequate when compared to the results of their research, itis apparent that the venerablebuildup
Monte Carlo calculations, factor concept is alive and weil.
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Early Shielding Research at Bettis Atomic
. Power Laboratory

Kalman Shure and O.J. Wallace

• Westinghouse Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory
West Mifflin, Pennsylvania

Summary

Reminiscencesofshielding researchatBettis wisdom,asbriefquotes:"Themethods.., in this
always have in the backgroundthe reasonfor ... manual ... have been used for,andtested on,
the existence of the Bettis Laboratorym the realpowerreactorshields... A fact ... important
designof efficient and safe reactors.Shielding in practicalshielddesign is thatwater.., hasno
is essential forpersonnelsafety. However, the cracks."
only computationaltools availablein the early
1950's were slide rules and desk calculators. Another famous warning (by Herbert
Under these conditions,any shield design cal- Goldstein) at about this time may be para-
culation accurate within a factorof two was a phrasedas follows:"Beware of blindadherence
good one and the phrases "Close enough for to incorrect formulaewhich havebeen putinto
shielding purposes" and "Including a factor for print, or results printed on computer paper,
conservatism" became a permanent part of the which have thereby been sanctified."
shielding vocabulary.

This earlywork instilled a respectfor hand These warnings reflected the fact that the
" calculations and the requirementsthat any re- first crude digital programs were becoming

suit, no matterhow calculated, must meet the avallable,whichmademorecomplicatedshield-
test of being reasonableand in line with previ- ingcalculationspossible.Someengineerstended

• ous experience.Even today,withsophisticated to piace too much confidence in computed
shielding programsavailableon the latestcom- numbers, while others refused to accept that
puters, calculated results must pass the same computationswould replacemosthandcalcula-
test. tions. Therewere early advocates of computer

use in shield design, as well as those who were
Significant improvements in hand methods reluctant to give up rules of thumb and "back-

for shielding calculations were made by K. of-the-envelope" calculations. The specter of
Shure, A. Foderaro, F. Obenshain, J. J. Taylor bestestimate, reality,andexperiencewas"alive."
and many others. These included calculations,

measurements, and convenient functional rep- Early shielding programs at Bettis included
resentation of gamma-ray buildup factors, ex- the SPAN-2 program* for the IBM-704 com-
tensive workon point kernel methods, develop- puter. SPAN-2 calculated uncollided gamma-
ment of better flux calculation formulae, l4 and ray flux in laminar geometry using ray-tracing
much more work on ali aspectsof shield design and integrating over the source by 3-D Gauss
without computers. Ali this knowledge was quadrature."SPAN" is an acronym for "Shield-
summarized in the Reactor Shielding Design ing Problems Ad Nauseam." When neutron
Manuals edited by T. Rockwell and published removal cross sections became available, it

. in 1956. This book is still a useful reference.A became possible for the same computation
problem unique to the shield designs done at scheme to be used to calculate fast neutron dose
Bettis was the necessity to optimize the shield rates in laminar geometry. Someone looked at a
weight. Methods f_r doing this were alsodevel- box of a popular cleaning product and named

" oped during the period, and the earliest shield the new neutrondose ratecalculation program
design became the benchmark by which the "SPIC." The shielding engineers did not need
next designs were judged, clever programnames; they wanted improved

The foreword of the Reactor Shielding results, and computational improvements were
Design Manual is short but full of shielder's rapidly made.
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SPAN-2 was followed by SPAN-37which and easy-to-use with practice; this was consid-
calculated gamma-ray dose rates in morecom- ered to be "user-friendly."

ii

plicated geometries on the Philco computer. Some of these programs were written toManyother programs weredevelopedforshield-
ing applications,including a method of finding calculate the energy release from fission prod-ucts. Experimental data of others was accumu-the thermal neutron fluxin primaryshields by a
one-dimensi_alPl multigroupapproach,com- lated12and put into a library suitable forcalcu-
binedwithapoint-kemelcalculationforcorrec- lation. In 1971, much of this information was
tion of the spatial dependence of the Pl results used in the proposed ANS standard "Decay
atlarge distances from the source) This method Energy Release Rates Following Shutdown forUranium-Fueled Thermal Reactors."
was replaced in 1963 by a P3 multigroup ap-
proachy which describes the neutron attenua- Improvements in the determination of prob-
tion at large distances from the source reason- able radiation damage to ferritic steel were
ably weil. made by showing that the exposure time neces-

sary to achieve a given property damage did
Bettis shielders were associated with much indeed depend on the damage cross section

other significant work during this period. One model.t3Changingtheneutronspectrumthrough
important activity was the measurement of the reactor vessel wall changes the apparent
gamma-ray dose rates andfast neutron fluxesin attenuation coefficient of the exposure. Such a
air from a source in water, which resulted in damage model provides a physically meaning-
production cross sections for calculations with ful measure of exposure. An estimate of the
N16and N 17sources. These were published in correlation of transition temperature change
1958 and reviewed in 1962.10,11 with neutron exposure was fitted to ferritic steel

data, and a technique for assig_)ng one-sided
Bettis shielders furnished their expertise to tolerance limits was described.14

programmers and worked with them to obtain
the many different computer programs neces- There are more than an equal number of
sary for efficient and accurate shield design other published papers and reports referring to
calculations. By listening to their users, most shielding research and computer program de-
programmers were able to write programs that velopment. Some of the programs were explic-
were based on correct theory andwhich were at itly written for shielding or were written for
least "user-tolerable." Sometimes a program other disciplines but adapted for application to
was written that was both theoretically correct shielding.
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UK Reactor Shielding: Then and Now

John Butler

AEA Technology
" Winfrith, UK

Thenat thebalancelet'sbemute,
Wenevercanadjustit;
What's done we partlymay compute,
Butknownot what'sresisted.

RobertBums, 1759- 1796

Introduction

"Waterhas no cracks" was the maxim of distribution of low-energy fluxes within the
Theodore RockwellIII in his 1956book on the shield.The.se,intum, producesecondarygamma-
shielding of small pressurized water reactors in radiation, which usually determines the overall
the American naval programme. In contrast to thickness. The removalcross section was identi-
the compact steel-water shields of submarine fled with the fast-neutron transport cross sec-
reactors,theshielddesignoftheearlygas-cooled tion, and values were obtained from published
power reactors was dominated by radiation calculationsbasedon the hardspheremodelof

- streamingthroughcracksbetweengraphitebricks the nucleus. The removal source distribution
andstructural componentsand along thecoolant was coupled to a set of age-diffusionequations
ducts which penetrated the reactor vessel and solved in one-dimensionalcylindricalor spheri-

. biological shield. The design of shields for the calgeometryandthemethodwasthereforeanalo-
early UK research and prototype reactors was goustotbe conventionalfirst-flightcorrection to
basedonthe ChalkRiver atomicenergyprojects, Fermi age theory.

with empirical extrapolation from GLEEP to Thissimplitiedmodel,embodiedintheRASH
BEPOandhence to Windscaleand CalderHall. code written for theFerrantiMercurycomputer,
Suchmethodswere,however,unsuitableforuse was first tested at CalderHallby drillinga re-
by the industrialconsortiain theirtenderstothe entranthole to adepthof someeight feet into the
GeneratingBoardsforthefirstcivilnuclear radialconcreteshield;theresultsareplottedin
powerprogramme.A specialshielddesign Fig.I.Itisapparentthatwhcn thethcrmal-
manual, AERE R3216, was accordingly pro- neutron flux comes into equilibrium with the
duced by the newly established Harwell Shield- removal neutron beam, both the slope and mag-
ing team in 1959,which introduced the concept nitude are wellpredictedbutthere axediscrepan-
of the energy-dependent removal cross section ciesattheinnerandouteredgesoftheshield.'llae
forcalculating neutron penetration in biological peak in the distributionin the first few inches of
shields, concrete is due to the rapid thermalization of

In the Removal-Diffusion model, a point epithermal neutrons emerging from the steel
exponential kernel was integrated over the fis- pressure vessel and thermal shield by hydrogen

- sion source distribution in the reactor core to present in the concrete. Later studies in exped-
predict the flux of high-energy (MEV)neutrons mental bulk shields confirmed the hypothesis
utile so-called removal fluxmwhich penetrate that the estimated hydrogen content of the con-

. thickbiologicalshields byvirtueofthe lowcross crete (which couldnot be measured)wastoolow.
sections and pronounced forward scattering at In the outer regions, the measurements revealed
high energies.Neutrons removed from the beam the degree of conservatismwhich had, of neces-
by scattering,with large changes in energy and/ sity, been incorporated in the original design
or direction,are rapidly moderatedby hydrogen since the thermal flux dropped by about two
present in the concrete, generating a spatial orders of magnitude to aminimum at a depth of
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alxmt2 ft.fromtheoutside surfaceof the shield, operationalplantswereused to testcalculational
Boththese discrepanciesunderlinedthe difficul- methods.
ties encounteredwhen measurementsmade in

The LIDO Shielding Reactor i,,

Withthe widelydifferinglayoutsof thefirst "standpipes" of Magnox reactors. Howeverthe
commercialMagnox re,actordesigns-- bottom mock-upof largegas ducts was clearly imprac-
refueling, cylindricaland sphericalsteel pre,s- ileal at LIDO and, notwithstandingthe earlier
surevessels, andlaterin the programme,con- difficulties encounteredat CalderHall, a com-
crete pressure vessels with internal heat-ex- prehensiveprogrammeof neutron and gamma-
changershields -- it was clear that a broader ray measurements was conducted during the
base of experimentalvalidation was required.A commissioning of the Chapel Crossreactorsin
programmeof shield mock-upexperimentswas 1960. A totalof about 500 activation detectors
accordingly initiated in the LIDO swimming and dosimetry packs was irradiated to obtain
13001reactor at Harwell, which is illustrated in detailed flux maps within and around the pres-
Fig. 2. The small enriched uranium core was surevesselincludingthelargeinletandoutletgas
suspended in a large watertank surrounded by a ducts.The threshold reaction 832(fl,p)P32,which
biological shield. In addition to the beam tubes measures fast-neutron attenuation, was exten-
penetrating this concrete shield,which provided sivelyused in thisprogramme andthe sensitivity
sources of neutrons for shielding experiments, was increased by burning the irradiated sulphur
LIDO wasequipped withexperimentalcavescut in an aluminum cup before counting the beta
in the biological shield which were separated particlesemitted by the phosphorus residuewith
fromthe pool by largealuminum panelssetin the greatly increased efficiency. By burning large
wall of the reactortank. These "panelfacilities" blocksof sulphurweighing 10 kilograms, it was
permitted broadbeams of neutrons(and gamma possible to measure afast-neutron flux aslow as
rays) to penetrate tanks located within the caves 1neutron/cmZsec.Quite apart from generating a
which contained experimental slab shields en- wealth of experimental data for validating the
abling the fluxes of fast and thermal neutrons to shielddesignmethodology, this programme es-
be measured using small activation detectors tablished the key role played by measurements
over some ten decades of attenuation.A variety madeduringlow-powercommissioningofpower
of shield combinations involvingsteel, lead, and reactorswhen accessis possible for the retrieval
various concrete textureswas studiedin thisway of passive detectors.Such measurementsproved
and provided further confirmation of the accu- to be the essential complement to attenuation
racy of the RASH code for treating power reac- studies in experimental shield facilities such as
tor shields. LIDO; similar campaigns were subsequently

undertaken on ali Authority prototype reactors
The beam-tubefacilities in LIDO were used and also in collaborative programmes on the

to study avariety of neutron streamingproblems plant operated by the Generating Boards -- a
such as the stepped annular shields or "muffs" practice subsequently adopted in power reactor
located around the steel charge tubes or commissioning throughout the world.

The Shielding of Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactors

By the time of the second nuclear power for personnel access to the pressure vessel at
programme,based on Advanced Gas-Cooled shutdown forinspection andmaintenanceof gas
Reactors,in the mid 1960s, the removal-diffu- seals and insulation. In order to reduce the
sion method had been developed in the shutdownactivationofsteelworkabovethecore,
COMPRASH codewhich predictednotonly the intemal axial shields were designed in whichthe
thermal flux and gamma-ray dose-rates but also channels contained shield plugs incorporating
the fast flux incident on steel pressure vessels, helical or stepped annular paths to attenuate the
For AGR requirements, there was arequirement neutron fluxwith aminimum of coolantpressure
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drop.Shield mock-up studies wereconductedin lm"heat exchanger where, again, access for
theLIDOpanelfacilitiesandtherobustmodelof maintenancewas required at shutdown. The

" theCOMPRASH code wasfurthermodifiedby methodology was further refined by the intro-
the inclusion of "shield-plug" removal cross ducti_ofsimplifiedalbedosforthetreatmentof
sections.Tbecombinationofline-of-sightsUeam- wall scatter,anda suiteofkemel-albedo stream-

. ing in gas-filledvoids withremovalpenetration ing codes such as MULTISORD and
throu_thewalisprovedtobeapowerfulmethod MULTICYNwere developed to complete the
for treatingthe multi-legged outlet gas ducts calculationalcapabilitiesfor the designof com-
whichreducedneutronpenetrationintotheannu- mervialAGR's.

Early Monte Carlo Developments

Work on the developmentof a MonteCarlo ing reductionin particleweight whilstonly half
codenamedMcNID (MonteCarloforNeutrons ofthosepassingintoregionsoflowerimpo_ance
in Ducts)hadbeeninitiatedatxmtthe timeofthe were tracked,these being given an increased
Chapel Crossexperimentswhen it was recog- weight. ThefirstcomparisonofMcNID predic-
nized that a more rigorous treatmentof stream- tions with experiment is shown in Fig. 3. The
ing problems was required to underpin the sim- fast-neutron fluxmeasured by sulphur detectors
plistic experimental validationof the removal- inanair-fflledreflectorchannelofthelow-power
diffusionmethod. Thechoiceof the MonteCarlo graphite-moderated reactor GLEEP was accu-
method was determined by the need fora proper rately predicted, althoughthe statistics were not
treatmentof these complicated geometries en- shownmpmbably becausetheywere unaccept-
countered in gas-cooled reactors. The early ably large!
progress with McNID was disappointing: the

- Ferranti MERCURY computer at Harwell in Furtherincreasesinefficiencywereachieved
1960was too slow and the code was transferred for duct streaming calculations with the
to an IBM 704 at AWRE Aldermaston. The RANSORD/RANCYNCOdes,in whichparticle

• analogue Monte Carlo was again too slow for trackingwithinthe surroundingshieldmaterial
practicalcalculations, but significantaccelera- was representedby asingle reflectionatthewall
tion was achieved by the applicationof impor- surface, using an energyand angular-dependent
tancesampling,in ordertoincreasethe propor- albedo to obtainthe energy and directionof the
tionofthe timespentbythecomputerintracking emergentparticle.The McNID code continued
the "important" particles, i.e. those which were tobeused_ albeit atconsiderable expense--to
goingto contribute to the fluxatthe detector.The generate "theoretical experiments" which pro-
greatest success was achievedby the application fide.d,inter-alia, shield plug removal cross see-
of splitting and Russian Roulette, in which the tions,albedodataandbuild-up factorsforgamma
number of particles was doubled on passinginto rays which were difficult if not impossible to
aregionof higherimportance with acorrespond- measurewith the available detector technology.

Fast Reactors

In parallel with the AGRprogramme, work keV so the removalcomponent of the spectnun
had been in progress for several years on the is relatively unimportant; the migration of these

. design of the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR). intermediate energy neutrons was accurately
Little informationon shielding relevanttopower reproduced by adjustingthe number of the diffu-
reactors was available from the Dounreay Fast sion groups to matchthe relaxation length of the
Reactor because of the complexity of the top flux in typical fast reactor materials, principally

• rotating shield which allowed access for testing sodium, steel and graphite. For this purpose, a
fuel subassemblies specifically for PFR. The large mock-up of a sodium tank with an outlet
COMPRASH methodology again proved to be duct was installed in the LIDO panel facilities,
surprisingly versatile: the breeder leakage spec- whichisshowninFig.4. In theseexperiments the
man of a fast reactor peaks in the regionof 3130 breeder leakage was spectrum simulated by in-
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terposinga thick steel filter between the panel the PFRduring commissioning,exploiting tech-
and thesodiumtank.Whilstthe thermalfluxand, niques developed originally at Chapel Cross.
surprisingly, the fast-neutron flux were accu- These measurements served to validate the
rately reproduced along the axis of the main COMPRASH method for a variety of shielding
sodium tank, majordiscrepancies were encoun- problems in various designs, which were used
tered withinthe mock-upofthe duct asshownin for theplanned CommercialFastReactor(CFR).
Fig. 5. The attenuationwas, of course, domi- Akey feature of ali these layoutsm asin ali fast
natedbylateralleakageandinordertoreproduee reactordesigns w was the performance of the
the measured fuxes it was necessary to use nucleonicinstrumentationlocated in thimblesin
buckling terms in the one-dimensional the front row of shield rods close to the outer
COMPRASH code which were derived from boundaryof the breeder.NeitherLIDO experi-
measured lateral flux scans. The problem was ments northe PFRcommissioning experiments
solved by writing a two-dimensional diffusion could establish the accuracy of count-rate and
code, SNAP, which was again coupled to the gamma-ray background predictions for flux-
removal source of COMPRASH for fast-neu- measuring instrumentslocatedclose to abreeder
tmn fluxpredictions.This example illustratesan in which complex distributions of plutonium
important maxim for shield designers, namely build up during the life of the reactor loading. A
that it is more important to model the geometry series of experiments was accordingly initiated
of the shield correctly than it is to treat the on a mock-up of the inner shield region in the
slowing-down process accurately. Thus a two- zero-energy critical facilityZEBRA. The spec-
dimensionaldiffusioncalculation,notwithstand- trum at this breeder/shield interface was mea-
ing thelimitations ofdiffusion theory,mayprove sured with a series of hydrogen-filled propor-
to be more accurate than a one-dimensional tional counters which had been developed for
transportmethod in which some empiricaleor- measuring the spectrum within the reactor core.
rection must be made for lateral leakage. This was probably the first measurement of the

isotropic flux spectrum within a reactor shield
The steel filter was subsequently used in mock-up. Spectrtmameasurementshad not been

studies of a variety of shield mock-up experi- possible withLIDobecauseofthehighgamma-
ments for the PFR, including arrays of graphite raybackground dueprincipallyto capture radia-
rodsenclosed in steelwhich were tobe usedfor tion produced in the aluminum structureof the
the intemal radial shield in order to reduce core. Attenuation measurements of the fast,
activationof theintermediateheat exchangers, epithermaland thermalfluxesin theshieldmock-

ups were again accomplished with activation
The findingsof the LIDOexperimentswere detectors. The whole system was analyzed with

confirmedwhenanextensiveprogrammeofflux the removal-diffusion method using the two-
measurements wascarried out within the tankof dimensional code SNAP supported by McNID.

The Two-Tier Scheme of Shielding Codes

The next key development in calculation RussianRoulette, stemsfromthefactthatalarge
methods was published in 1967 when saving in execution time can be achieved by an
COMPRASH was used in adjoint mode to gen- approximateimportance functionwhich may be
erate approximate ,,_,v,*tance maps for the ac- in errorby asmuch as a factoroftwo. Neverthe-
celerationof the McNid code. The first test of less, it was recognized that an improvement in
thismethodwasthepredictionofthethermal theaccuracyofthediffusionmethodwasdesir-
fluxat the outsideedge of ashield configuration able, not least because the forward solutions
similar to that of Calder Hall irradiated by a were still required for design/survey calcula-
plane source of fission neutrons. The results, tions.
whichare illustratedin Fig. 6, reveal the progres-
sive improvement in statistical accuracy of the The removal diffusion model was accord-
flux as the plane of the adjoint source is ap- ingly replaced bythe ADC method in which the
proachect The success of this method, which diffusioncoefficientsin a28-groupscheme were
greatly facilitatedthe applicationof splittingand systematically adjusted against reference spec-
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tta obtained from the published resultsof the pointswithin the shield.McBEND wasused, in
method of moments.Indue course, these refer- mm, to tel'methe constants adjustedin the ADC
ence datawere supersededby calculationsac- scheme and also to generatealbedos, build-up
ctm_plishedwith the McBEND code itself and factors andremovalcrosssectionsforuse in the
the two-tierscheme of design codeswas estab- rapidsurveycalculations.This approachis still

" lished(Fig.7).Inthisschemethesemi-empirical availablein thecurrentversionof the code suite,
methods,ADCdiffusiontheoryandpoint-kernel McBEND8, although MonteCarlois now used
integration, were used for survey calculations formostifnot ali shieldingcalculations,exploit-
and also to generate importance maps for ing the inherent parallelism of the method on
McBENDacceleration.TheMcBENDestimates parallel-architecturemachines.
served to peg the survey calculations at spot

The Impact of Parallel Architecture

InordertoiUustratetheimpactofcomputing Recognizing the inherent parallelism in
hardwaredevelopments, the effective perfor- Monte Carlo, ali McBEND calculations at
mance forMonte Carlocalculationsof the ma- Winfrithwere transferredfromthemainframeto
ctfines availablein the UKAEA(AEA Technol- MicroVAX-2 workstationsin 1983,soon to he
ogy) is plottedin Fig. 8 againstthe first year of followedby the introductionof SUN worksta-
use in fuzzy time. The slope of the curve indi- tions.The considerablepenalty in elapsedtime
cates an increase of a factorof 34 per decade, for a calculation was mitigated by the use of
This trendhasbeen maintainedby architectural several workstations in parallelrunningover a
innovationssuchasinstructionbuffers,pipelining week-end. The price/performanceof these mi-
and some limited internal parallelism, which cre-processor workstations improved dramati-

c" have apparentlycompensatedexactly for the tally, perhaps doubling every 1 to 1 1/2 years.
lower rate of technological improvementin the Absoluteperformance levelsalsoincreasedvery
most powerful single processors. This leveling quickly,althoughthismaynowbeslowingdown.

• offin performance of single processorssuggests The firstparallel-architecturemachine with four
a lower extrapolation curve for systems at con- MeikoT800 transputers was purchased in 1988
stantpricesuchasthatshowninthefigure.There giving some 10 MFLOPS performance with a
are,however,newpossib'tlifiesarisingfromhigher MIMDsystem. After severalenhancements,this
degrees of internal parallelism offering rapid installation was superseded by the present ma-
improvements in price/performanceratiowith- chine, which employs six i860 processors in
out any significant increase in the real cost of a parallel. The maximum performance of 360
topendsystem.ltremainstobeseenhowquickly MFLOPS claimed for this installationhas not
the transitionwill bemadeto the upperextrapo- yet been achieved, but within a decade,Main-
lation curve postulated in Fig. 8, and the extent frame(CRAY) performancehasbeensecuredon
to which the overall performance can be ira- desk top with asaving in capital costofthe order
provedwithout excessiveinvestmentof effort in of a factor 100.
applications programming and system support.

Gamma-Ray Shielding

. During the 1970's the need to improvethe infinite parallel beam sources using the method
accuracies of gamma-ray shielding calculations of moments. The solution of these problems in
was recognized in ali the reactor projects, re- complicated geometries was greatly facilitated

. fleetingmore stringentlimitsimposedonperson- by theintroduction of theRANKERN code(Fig.
nel dose-rates. The traditional kernel methods 7), which utilized Monte Carlo methods to per-
for calculating gamma-ray attenuation had re- form the integration of the conventional point
mained virtually unchanged since the days of kemelovercomplcxspatialdistributionsofpoint
RockwellandtheearlycompilationbyGoldstein sources. In addition to build-up corrections,
in the USA of build-up factors for point and provisions were made to handle wall- and air-
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scatterby means oi. amltiplescatteringmodel shield slabs in additionto other more compli-
in which the effects of secondaryand higher- caredshieldmock-ups.Thestudyof cobaltacfi-
orderscatteringeventscouldbe accommodated, vationproblems in AGR's andali otherreactor
providedthatthe locationsof these eventswere typeswas more convenientlyundertakenin the
known.Thevalidationof RANKERNtherefore secondfacility namedARCAS (Attenuationof
called for experimentalstudies of bulk shield RadiationfromCobaltActivation Sources).In
penetrationwith scatteringat shield surfaces, thisfacility,provisionwasmadeto locate auto-
Two facilities were accordinglyconslructed at matically a seriesof cobalt sources at pre-deter-
NESTOR. The first, which was called PYLOS minedpositions within a complex shield array
(Photon Yielding Loop Source) afterthe island using a system of teleflex controls and flexible
where the legendary cave of NESTOR was tubes.Theexperimentalshieldwasagainhoused
simated,comprisedawater-filledcircuitinwhich within a concrete cave which created the low
activatednitrogen-16 was pumped from the re- backgroundconditions requiredto measure an
actorto a concrete cave located in an area of attenuation of the order of 107. A variety of
relatively low gamma-raybackgroundremote experimentalsituationswas analyzedusing the
from the reactor.The active liquid could be basicallysimple kemel/alhedo/build-upmodel
circulatedthroughvariouscombinationsof cy- embodiedin RANKERN, which is now in its
lindficalandpipe-sourceconfigurations.Provi- thirteenthreleaseandhasbecome themostpow-
sionwasalsomade toutilizethestandardASPIS erfulgamma-rayshieldingcode available.

The Evolution of Benchmark Experiments

The word "benchmark"came into the U.K. requiredfortheshieldingofthecavity regionand
shieldingvocabularyaround1970 whenit was a half-size mock-up was mounted above the
recognized that the accuracy of Monte Carlo experimentalcave as shown in Fig. 9. A major
calculations was being increasingly limited by programmeof experimentswas undertakenwith
errors in the basic cross section data as more this apparatus under the terms of the UKAEA/
stringenttarget accuraciesfordesignparameters USNRC CollaborativeAgreement to refine the
weresought.LIDOwascloseddownin1972and techniques for monitoring RPV damage. The
a simple-geometry fission-sourcepiace was de- NESTOR Shielding and Dosimetry Improve-
signedforbenchmarkexperiments andbuilt onto ment Programme (NESDIP) complemented the
the NESTOR reactor at Winfrith, which could U.S. Dosimetry Improvement Program (NRC/
furnish very low gamma-ray backgrounds for DIP)andtheREPLICAexperimentwassetupto
spectrometermeasurements.Thenewshielding measurespectrain the configuration of thePCA
facility, which was named ASPIS (Activation pressurevesselsimulationexperimentsconducted
and Spectroscopy In Shields), the word usedby at Oak Ridge,benefiting from the clean-geom-
Homer for the shield of NESTOR, is illustrated etryfission-sourceplate and the low gamma-ray
in Fig. 9. Experimental shields with a total backgroundin the ASPIS facility. Acomparison
thickness of up to 12ft. could be accommodated of McBEND predictions and measurement of
in the mobile tank which could be withdrawn the spectra made with hydrogen-filled propor-
from the cave for the retrievalof passive detec- tional counters and NE-213 scintillators in the
tors and the loading of shield components. Ac- positionofthe VoidBox (simulated cavity)inthe
tess for spectrometers was provided by a series PCA configuration is shown in Fig. 10.
of slots in the cave roof which, together with

ports through the side of the shield trolley, en- The ASPIS experimentswere alidesignedin
abled a variety of complex shield .arraysto be such a way that it was no longer necessary to
assembledfor the study of ducts with bendsand make significant approximationsin the repre-
complex sodium-steel arraysfor the commercial sentation of the geometry using the McBEND
fast reactor designs, including a simulatedoxide code. In these so-calledbenchmarks it was pos-
breeder, sible, therefore, to attribute discrepancies be-

With the advent of the Sizewell B PWR tween calculations and measurements to short-
design, validated methods of calculations were comings in the basic nuclear cross-section data.
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Nuclear Data

a

Wifll the increasinguse of Monte Carloin DUCKPOND (Derivation of Unknown Con-
praeticalshieldingproblemsandtheccmapilation stants from Known Perturbationsof Nuclear
of benctuma_experimentsin reactormaterials, Data) was accordingly written for use with

" it became clear thatthe accuracy of the basic McBEND. Attempts we,re made to adopt the
nuclear cross section data in the UKNDL was cross-section adjustmenttechnique developed
inadequateto achieve the targetaccuraciesfor for fast reactor core physics calculations, a
shielding calculationswhich rangedfrom about generalized least-squarestechnique being used
+10% for reflector leakage fluxes to about a to adjust cross-secdon values within their as-
factorof twoforthe dose-rateatthe outsideof a cribeduncertaintiesover energy ranges identi-
biologicalshield.Moreoveritwasclearthatthe fledby theDUCKPOND sensitivitycalcula-
accuraciesdemandedcouldnotbemetbydiffer- tions.However,therangeofextrapolationto
entialmeasurementsw_thmono-energeticsourcespracticalshielddesignswasnecessarilymuch
producedbyparticleacceleratorssincetheat- greaterthanforcoreperformanceanditproved
tenuafi(minashieldisexponentialincharacter tobeimpracticaltoutilizeadjustedcross-section
andanaccuracyofapproximatelyI% wouldbe setsforawidevarietyofdifferentshieldconfigu-
requimaintherelevantcross-sectionvaluesto rations.Neverthelesstheadjustmentsmadeto
achieveanaccuracyofafactoroftwoat20meantheironcrosssections,reproducedinFig.11,
free l_ths. Similar problems were encountered provedtobe in remarkablyclose agreementwith
in other countries and so the NuclearEnergy thevaluesin the JointEuropeanDataFile (JEF)
Agency(NEA) throughtheircommitteeon reac- producednearlya decade later. In general, the
torphysics initiateda collaborativeprogranune senseandmagnimdeoftheadjustmentsprovided
of integralbenchmarkexperiments.These were importantpointers for the nuclear data evalua-
desigrM)don the ASPIS pattem, in which the tors.Whennewevaluationswereproduced'they

' neutronspectrumwas measuredas a functionof could be checked by re-runningthe McBEND
penemttiondistance througha well-defined slab calculations for the data-testing benchmark in
shield ;arrayirradiatedby fission neutronsfrom ASPIS and, if necessary, the iteration could be

. a well characterizeduraniumsource plate, continued.Europeanshielding calculationsare
Sensitivity calculations were initially ac- now basedon theJointEuropeanDataFile, JEF-

complisbed with the Oak Ridge perturbation 2, anddata-testing benchmarkswill continueto
code S',WANLAKE,but the restriction to one- be conductedin pursuitof the higheraccuracies
dimen_fionalgeometry introduced unacceptable now sought for some key parameters, such as
errors in treating the small fission plate of the heatingandirondisplacement-ratesinsteelpres-
ASPIS:facility.A novelMonte Carloroutinefor sure vessels, which arebeing reviewed forlife
first-order perturbation calculations named extension both in Europeand in the USA.

Concluding Remarks

Tiffsreviewhas tracedtheevolutionof U.K, that shielding calculations areonce again being
shielding methodology over a period of some carriedout for the Magnox reactors, this timeto
thirty2:ears.Theearlydevelopmentsweredriven refine estimates of pressurevessel fluences in
by the need to solve the specialstreamingprob- supportof embrittlement studies for plant life
lemsofgraphite-moderatedgas-cooled(Magnox) extension.

" reactors. Now the wheel has turned full circle in
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A Very Personal View of the Development
" of Radiation Shielding Theory

Herbert Goldstein

" Columbia University
New York, New York

The title teUsit all. The personalbias is clearly admitted.WhatI have done, what I have urged
othersto do, andwhat I have seen done all get emphasis, most likely undue emphasis. Let future
historiansbe objective!

Introduction

From the verystartoftheexploitationofthe AfterANP the shielding horizonwas over-
nuclearenergy released in neutronfission, re- shadowedforquitesome timewith the needsof
search in radiationshielding has been almost the LMFBR (Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reac-
entirelyproject-driven.Atanygiventime,shield- tor). Now that that project is no longer alive, at
ing researchhas mostly beendirected to satisfy least in the U.S., the driving force in shielding-
the pressing demands of whatever was the cur- type research seems to be the problem of radia-
rent project of top priority. In the Manhattan tion induced embrittlement in reactor pressure
project days, shielding research was mainly vessels. And ali through these decades, until
aimed at solving the problems connected with very recently, in addition to the variations in the
theproductionreaetorsandtheassociatedchemi- reactor shielding pattern, there has been the
cal separationplants. Inthe immediate post-war continuous bass accompaniment of shielding
period(andforsometimeafter)theneedsofthe against weapons gamma radiation, whose re-

- naval reactors dominated the shielding scene, quirements have led to powerful and complex
When that seemed to be well in hand, the calculational methods.

program forANP (Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion) But along with ali this urgent press of
came along to pose the high-priority shielding project-inspired shielding research there was
questions, always a small trickle of what may be called

(As an incidental side-note, the ANP pro- fundamental theoretical research. By which I
gramprovided the shieldingdesigner with what mean research not aimed at answering this or
were some of themost intellectually demanding that design question, but rather having the goal
problems ever encountered, along with possible simply of studying how radiation of interest
exotic solutions that were never again allowed penetrates through substantial thicknesses of
within our range of vision. The fixed geometry matter. Andthe"radiation ofinterest"primarily
of reactor, crew and engines called for clever means gamma rays or neutrons generated in
and skillful optimized shaping of components fission reactors and in their environment, par-
of the shielding complex, with weight as the titles whose capabilities for deep penetration
principal constraint. On theother hand,cost was give riseto the most serious problems in radia-
not considered to be greatly important, so we tion shielding. Beta rays and other charged

. could ponder the properties of neutron shields particles are alsoof interest, butmost often they
made of lithium hydride, and even toy with the appear as secondary particles in the transmis-
idea of gamma shielding composed of separated sion or detection of the more penetrating radia-
tungstenisotopesforcriticalpartsoftheshadow lion. This paper, therefore, is limited to the

- shield. Ali weil, wecame quickly down to earth history of fundamental theoretical research in
again literally and figuratively with the demise the penetration of gamma rays and neutrons, in
of ANP.) the context of reactor shielding.
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Gamma Ray Penetration

For many reasons, fundamental studiesof energy, and large-angle scatterings arc quite
thetypeunderdiscussionwere historicallyfirst likely. So the straight-ahead approximation
attemptedforgammarays.Inthe energyregion faileddisastrously,generallybypredictingmuch
of interestg up to about 10 MEV--the basic too large a transmitteddose.'

interactionsof gammarayswithatomshadbeen Anotherattemptwas the directcalculation
prettywellestablishedinthefirsteffluorescence of the flux of successive scatterings,the scat-
of studiesin the quantumtheoryof radiationin
the 1930s. While highly accurate numerical tered photons from a given order of collision
valuesfor the interactioncrosssections weren't constitutingthe sourcefor the nextcollision. In

conception, the method is quite rigorous, and
determineduntil a good deal later,even by the can work well when there areonly one or two
late 1940s they seemed to be well enough scatteringsbefore absorptionremoves the par-
knownthatdetailed studiesof deep gamma-ray ticle completely.Butin amediumthatis mainly
transmissionhad a chance of being profitable. Comptonscattering,many scatteringscan oc-
After all, over mc_stof the pertinent energy curbeforeabsorptiontakesplace.Sothismeflzgi
regiontherewere only threemajor mechanisms also failed disastrously in just those situations
for gamma-ray interaction with matterm the where the penetratingflux is most affected by
atomic photoelectric effect, Compton scatter- the buildup of secondaryparticles,zing, and pair production. Of these, only the
Comptonscatteringprovidedmajorcomplica- A practical methodfor calculating gamma-
tion in affecting the penetrationbecause of the ray penetration,one which did not make unac-
buildupof secondaryscattered photons. Here, ceptable compromises with the physics of the
atleast,thekinematicsof thescattering,relating interactionsand was still amenable to numeri-
the angle of scatteringto the scatteredenergy, cal computations,f'_t appeared in the method
was absolutelycertainand clear. Further,ali of of moments devised by U. Fano and L. V.
these interactions varied smoothly and rela- Spencer. The technique was spawned at the
tivelyslowly both withenergyand withatomic NationalBureauof Standardsaround 1949,but
chargenumber,Z.° There thusseemed tobe the first publication (beyond intemal memos) did
tantalizing possibility of systematic studies of not take piace until 1951.3 The method trans-
value throughout the energy range and over the forms the integro-differential transport equa-
entire periodic table based on only a quite tion into a set of linked equations for the mo-
limited set of calculations, ments of the radiation flux relative to spatial

By 1950, therefore, a number of attempts variables. Each member of the linked set is an
were being made to calculate gamma-ray pen- integral equation in a single variable related to
etration from first principles (as distinguished the particle energy. The linkages enable the
from empirical formulae). Most of these, how- solutions to be carried out in a specific se-
ever, involved some sort of approximation to a quence, depending on source and geometry
rigorouscalculation. For example, the straight- symmetry. In principle, there is no restriction
ahead approach correctly included the slowing on the complexity of the scattering kernels, but
downof the photon following Comptonscatter- there is an intrinsic limitation to infinite media
ing, but the angular deviation of the scattered homogeneous in the type of scatterers.
photon from its original direction was ignored. In addition, the solution is obtained in the
This approximation had worked well in studies form of a finite set of discrete moments of the
ofcosmic-rayshowers, dafingfrombeforeWorld particle flux. The continuous behavior of the
War II, in which the gamma rays are of such flux must be reconstituted from the discrete
high energythat most scattering anglesare quite moments. Mathematically, such reconstruction
small. However, in the context of reactor radia- has no unambiguous solution, but with some
tion, the gamma radiation is much lower in physical insight g and a good deal of luck--

useful reconstructionscanbe obtained. Despite
"l'hereis the obviousexceptionin the photoelectric these constraints, themethodwassomuchofan
effectofthediscontinuousbehaviorinbothenergyand improvementover anything else then available,Z attheshelledges.Butfromthestartthisseemedeasy
to handle, mainly by breaking uptheenergytreatment that in 1950 the present author, acting on a
intoseparateintervalsatthesediscontinuities, suggestion of L. V. Spencer, proposed to the
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AEC that a systematic program of moments concernedin carryingtheprojecttocompletion
method penetrationcalculationsbe undertaken were clearlyjustified.While we were of course

" forgammarays.Inthe project,as subsequently gratifiedby the receptionaccordedthe compu-
organized underAEC support, the choice of rations,we did not foreseemany of the subse-
problems andsubsequentanalysis was under- quent developments in theiruse. For example,
takenat NDA (Nuclear Development Associ- it appearsthatusers have paidlittle attentionto
ates), with the actual implementation of the the predicted flux spectra.Mostof the applica-
moments method carriedout by L. V. Spencer tions have simply used the tables of buildup
on the then new NBS computer, the SEAC factors,whichwe hadthoughtwouldbeapplied
(StandardsAutomatic EasternCompute0. mostly to shields consisting of one medium.

lt was then the very dawn of electronic Butmanyshieldsareinhomogeneous,frequently
computation,andthefullsagaoftheapplication with successive layers of materials having
of computersto the projectshouldreallybe told greatly different gamma shielding properties,
by Spencer and his colleagues. Only some e.g. lead-watercombinations. For these, inge-
highlights can be mentioned here. The SEAC nious empirical formulae have been derived
(some of whose bonesnow rest in the bowels of leading to buildup factors applicable to the
the Smithsonian) occupied severalgood sized entire shield.Thedevelopmentof these consid-
rooms,[the CPU alone require 18 relayracks]] erations, along with thatof analyticrepresenta-
andrepresentedcomputingpowerless thanthat tions of the behavior of buildup factors with
possessedby many presentdaylap-topcomput- shield thickness, have been detailed by D. K.
ers.Itinvolvedcomputertechnologynow known Trubey in another paperpresentedat this ses-
o_dyto historians--magnetic drum memories sion.5 Because we expected more effort might
coupled with faster mercury delay line memo- usefully be spent in reconstituting the spectra
ries along with temperamental Williams tubes, from the computed moments, we distributed
The clock time was 1MHz, and the total sum of microfilm copies of the original moments out-

" the"fast" memory amounted to 45 kilobits. No puts to the then AEC Deposit Libraries, along
high level languages were available, of course, with a hard-copy report to assist in reading
and programming was done at the lowest ma- them.6 However, we don't believe anyone has

- chine instruction levels. Printers were teletype made subsequent use of these computer out-
machines, and the output came out on paper of puts. Above all, we did notexpect the longevity
such size and finish as to remind one of the of the usefulness that the tabulated buildup
coarser grades of paper used for more intimate factors have shown. They continued to be
functions, quoted, compiled and applied without a full-

scale replacement for almost 37 years until
Ali told,some 280 combinations of materi- supersededbyup-to-datecalculations described

als (8), source energies (9), andsource geom- by Trubey in his paper referenced above. In-
etries (up to 6) were studied. The computed stead, what we had anticipatedwas that there
moments were reconstituted to predict scalar wouldbe agraduallydecliningusefulness of the
fluxspectraatvarious distancesfromthe sources, buildup calculations in the measure as com-
From these primary results, integrated quanti- puter techniques improved for the full-scale
ties, then described as buildup factors for dose combined neutron-gamma ray calculations of
and energy, were calculated. These bald sen- reactor shields, so that gamma-ray penetrations
tences conceal a process that was by no means would be calculated in situ, as it were. I believe
straightforward, and often involved patchwork that this has indeed taken piace. What was not
interpolation and extrapolation based on physi- appreciated was the continued application of
cal groundsnot always of the utmost surety. A buildup factorsto the more frequently occurring
final report, authored by H. Goldstein and J.E. problem of shielding of isolated gamma-ray
Wilkins, Jr., was issued from NDA in 1954 sources. Onthe other hand, the explosive devel-
describing the calculational project in some opment of computer technology also was not

• detail, and presenting ali of the flux spectra foreseen. The moments method treatment of
reconstructed from the moments, along with gamma-ray transport survives today perhaps
tables of the buildup factors.4 mainly in the form of ahomework problem to be

The results of the calculations rapidly performed by the student on his own personal
achieved widespread use, and the efforts of ali computer[
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Initial Attempts at Calculating Neutron Penetration

The success of the systematiccalculations The most significant calculations were of
of gamma-raypenetration inevitably led to sug- thepenetration of neutrons from monoenergetic
gestionsofasimilarprojectforneutronpenetra- sources in water, l° which were undertaken to
tion. But the factors that madesuch a program seewhatpartofthe fission spectnm_wasimpor-
feasible for gamma rays were ali absent for rant in determining the penetration of fission
neutrons, especially in the mid 1950s. Neutron neutrons in water,c Figure 1 shows the most
crosssection datawere only sparsely available, important conclusion of thecalculations.
especially in the MeV rangethat wasknown to

beimportanLFurther, it was alreadyclear that 1

no, i
idly with energy, butwere usuallyquite differ-
ent fromone nuclide to the next in the periodic
table.

Nonetheless, an attempt was made to carry
out moments method calculations for a number 0.75
of media thought to be of greatest interest. The I
moments method was reeoded for the neutron
case, first for the UNIVAC 7 and then again for
the IBM 704 as one of the first major Fortran
codes, entitled RENUPAK.s_'With these codes 0.50
neutron penetrationwas studied in asubstantial
number of materials ranging from pure hydro- - R = 90I
gen and waterto several typesofconcretes.gFor R = 60
many of these substances the chief quantity of _-R=I 30
interest in the calculation was the second mo-

mentitself, because at that time there was 0.251R--" / \_

considerable interest in possible discrepancies

between experimental andtheoretical values for _

the age of fission neutrons at epithermal ener-

gies. But in regards to the deep penetration /R = 90
questions of importance for shielding, the cal- 0
culated results had little contact with reality, 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
except forhydrogeneous materials. This excep- E, Mev
tion, however, is an important one, for in sub-
stances containing substantial amounts of by- Figure 1.Relative contribution of source
drogen, for which water is the prime example, energies to the fast neutron dose from a
neutron penetration is mostlydetermined bythe fission source at various distances (in centi-
neutron interactions with the hydrogen nuclei, meters) in water (from NDA15C-60).
Further, these interactions with hydrogen are
relatively simple and were well enough mea-
sured, even in the 1950s,to give some hope for Note that at a distance of only 30 cna from
meaningful calculations. Moreuseful, perhaps, the somce the most significant source energy is
than the actualnumbers obtainedwas the under- alreadymore than4 MeV, andbeyond 60cm the
standing that the calculations led to the mecha- important source neutrons are greater than 6
nisms that govem the penetrationof neutrons in MeV, involving only 2-3% of the fission neu-
these media, trons. Of course, on alittle thought this state of

affairs becomes reasonable. A collision with

CNow-a-daysperhapswewouldsimplydo an adjoint
_Boththemachineandthecodeweresounstablethatit calculation,butevenso thereismoreinformationto be
wasdesirabletohavetheprogrammerinattendanceeach derivedfromreconstitutingthecontinuoussourcespec-
timetheprogramwasrunl trumfroma setof monoenergeticsources.
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hydrogenrapidlyslowsdowntheneutron,send- standingof physical penetration mechanisms
" ing it to an energy region where the hydrogen cancome before the abilityto go to the utmost

cross section is even larger.At higher energies, decimal piace. And that's a great incentive to
the hydrogen cross section decreases rapidly the fundamental research kind of theory.
with energy, so scattering by the non-hydro-
geneous component (which has relatively less lt became clear to ali at about this time
effect on the neutron) becomes more prevalent. (somewhat before 1960) that further achieve-
As a result, the penetrating component comes ment in research on neutron penetration de-
from the relativelyrarehigh-energy sourceneu- pended on the avaffabilityof better neutron data
tron. Note that wecan arrive at thispicture of the and on the development of more capable trans-
mechanism of the penetrating component even port calculational methods. Considerable
ffthe cross sections are not known well enough progresson both scores look piace in the next
to enable the calculations to be done to high two decades, largely by our riding on the coat
accuracy. So long as the cross-sectionbehavior tails of the much better funded reactor design
is qualitatively in the right ball park, under- community.

Advances Relative to Neutron Data

This is not the piace to give a detailed now designated "low energy nuclear physics.''a
history of the efforts to provide the nuclear data Evaluated data also had to be compiled, most
needed to develop the applications of fission preferably in a machine-readable form. lt was a
(and fusion) energy. In this country, the AEC considerable advance when a nearly universal
and successor agencies mounted substantial format, known as ENDF/B," was developed in

. programs to produce the nuclear data for the the U.S. for such compilations of evaluated
design of reactors (and weapons),and the needs microscopic data. The final step in the manipu-
of shielding managed to get heard in the process lation of the cross section data was the transfor-
m occasionally. Similar efforts were under- mationofevaluateddataintoquantitiesdirectly

" taken in other countries, to varying degrees, inputtedintotransportcodes. These are usuaUy,
Cross section centers were set up in many although notinvariably, multigroup quantities.
countries (in the U.S. the role was taken by the Clearly this last step is particularly tied to the
National Nuclear Data Center), andthere was a transport calculational method to be employed,
proliferation of national, regional and intema- unlike the previous procedures.
tional data committees to stimulate and keep a These five steps (including the two compi-
watch onthe programs. Crucialto the success of lation productions) each have accumulated an
ali these activities was the realization that get- attendant host of computer programs, not to
ting the data into the hands of the calculators is mention the organizations necessary for publi-
amultistepprocess.First, ofcoursetherehadto cation and dissemination of the final results.
be experimental programs to undertake the Shielding has benefited greatly from ali this
needed measurements of microscopic nuclear activity. The present status of neutron data for
data. Then the large volume of experimental transport calculations can be summarized as
data had to be made available, usually through reasonably satisfactory. That is to say, if enough
data compilations that were at first printed and trouble is taken, neutron data rarely forms a
later made machine readable. There then had to bottleneck in the computation of flux and spec-
be inserted astep that came to beknown as"data tra needed even for shielding design numbers.

" evaluation"--- typically resolving inconsisten-
cies in the experimental data, and filling in the
gaps in the measured data by means that ranged

- from sophisticated nuclear theory to inspired *'By1960lowenergynuelearphysics was considered"adead subject" by "pure" physicists and relegated to the
guessing, lt took some time to convince the rearareasofphysics research.Whatevervitality it has
powers-that-be of the necessity of the evalua- had since then has been the consequence of the applied

tion step, but by the mid-1960s evaluation was datameasurement andevaluationprograms.
recognized generally as important and calling 'ENDF = Evaluated Neutron Data Format. Its origins
for the highest level in understanding what is datebackto about1962.
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Thecatchis in thetakingof"enough trouble"to 6-12 MeV gap, wherepresentneutronsources
manipulatethe nucleardata in adequatedetail for cross section measurements are still not
andcomputationalaccuracy,whichhasrarelyif adequate.There seems to be little likelihood of

. ever been done in design calculations. How- substantial improvementin thesituationin the
ever,forfundamental researchinunderstanding foreseeable future. Still, illtmfinating sensitiv-
how nuclearinteractions affect the penetration ity and"what if" calculations can now be con- .
of neutrons,the availabledataseem quite ad- ductedto see theeffectof various possiblecross
equate.The only possible exceptions arein the section behaviors, if there is the desire.

Advances in Neutron Calculational Methods

By the late 1950s, the limitations of the available.AfteraU,theapplicationoftheWiener-
momentsmethod,particularlytherestrictionto Hopf method to solve the transportequationin
infinite geometries of only ene physical me- certainsimplified situations has a history that
dium, had become intolerable,and successor goes back well before World WarII.12And in
methods had to be sought. A seemingly innu- 1960 K. Case imblished his most ingenious
merable flock of ":eutrontransportmethods developmentof the method of singulareigen-
have been proposed and developedto varying functionexpansiions,initiatingthe fieldof what
degrees. Distinction should te made between hasbeen describedas"Caseology. ''t3But while
empiricalmethods, whose mainattractionhas extremely sophisticated, these approaches are
been their simplicity, and methodsrigorously restricted mainly to infinite or half-infinite
basedon firstprinciples.Forpresent purposes media, monoenergetic transport, and simple
notmuchattentionneedbe paidto theempirical scatteringlaws. Attemptsatextendingthe tech-
methods, lt will suffice to mention the once niques to more realistic situations have not
ubiquitouslypopularremovalcrosssectionap- progressedveryfar. Otherthanprovidingsome
proach. In its original formulation dating to rigorousanalyticsolutionsagainst which more
1950n it was applied only '_)hydrogeneous numericalmethods can be tested, I don't know
media,or layersof heavy materialfollowedby of any applicationsto neutron shielding prob-
hydrogeneous media. The idea was that the lems.
mainburdenofdeterminingthepenetrationwas Mentionshould be made of one otherana-
carriedbythehydrogencontent,and theheavier lyric attemptat solving arelated problem.Inthe
, ,2eiaffectedthatpenetrationonlybyanel- mid-1970s,Ca('uci,buildingon some much
fectiveabsorption,or"removai",characteristicolderworkofG. C.Wick andG. Placzek,
oftheneutroncrossinteractionsatthedominant workedatananedyticsolutionforneutronslow-
energyofpenetration.Theseeffectiveremoval ingdownandtr,reportinamediumofconstant
crosssectionsoftheheaviermt*eriaicouldbe crosssection.Despitethevirtuosoapplication
estimatedapriori,butmostlyhadtobedeter- oferuditemathematics,onlythespatialmo-
minedfrombulkexperiments.Laterelabora- mentscouldbeobtained.t4Neutrontransport
tionssawtheintroductionofenergy-dependentresultsofuseforshieldingrequire,itmustbe
removalcrosssectionsandelaboratemultigrouoconcluded,numericalcalculationsona com-
formulationsfortheremovalflux,couplingto purer.Methodsfittingthisdescriptionareof
multigroup diffusion calculations. During the two kinds -- either stochastic simulation of
decade ofthe 60s, and well intothe70s, removal particle transpoJrt,or deterministic solutions of
approachesdominated the calculation of neu- the linear Boltzmann equation.
tronattenuation fordesign purposes. In an era
when microscopic data were only scantily Itmayseempeculiarthatstochasticsimula-
known, and large-scale computing was expen- tion techniques _ otherwise known as the
sire, therewas some excuse for this approach. Monte Carlomethod--did not make an earlier
As these obstacles disappeared,use of removal appearancein fl:tishistory of theoretical shield-
methods deservedly witheredaway. ing research, either in connection with gamma

raysor neutrons. After all, Monte Carlo is one
Turning to more rigorousmethods of solv- of the few approaches with the promise of

ing the neutron transportproblem, iris perhaps handling anygeometrynomatterhow complex,
natural to askwhetherany analytic methods are and, in prino'.'p[e,has the capability of dealing
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faithfully with the most complicated and de- above,MonteCarlostillhas notachievedwide-
. tailed particleinteractiondata. In truth, how- spreadusefulness.Partof theproblemhas been

ever,Monte Carlo hashada variegatedhistory thecontinuing needto bias thegame. But most
in relation to shielding calculations. In the importanthas been an almost intrinsic limita-
earlierdays,itsapplicationwas consideredtobe tionin the detailthatcanbe obtained.The need

" so unreliablethatthe resultswere often looked to achieve reasonable statistical accuracyhas
on as of quite dubious accuracy. The trouble inevitably meant that the simulation has to
stems from its stochastic nature, and fromthe concentrateon obtainingsome particularinte-
ract answerswere always askedfor ratherlm- gralquantity as an answer,e.g., a dose at some
probableevents--thesmallfractionofincident location. Thus, to determine the detail, for
particlespenetratingthickshields, lt was there- example, of a flux spectrumis almost always
fore generally impossible, especially with the outof thequestion. A deterministicmethod, in
first primitivecomputers,simply to follow the contrast,will almost always furnishspectrum
particlesas they penetratedirectly through the detail, usuallywithmuch the same accuracyas
shield. To achieve satisfactorystatisticsit was an integral quantity.The futurerangeof appli-
almostalwaysnecessarytoplayacrookedgame cationof MonteCarlo has the potentialof being

biasing the details of the history so as to muchwider,however.Monte Carlolends itself
increase the fractionof particlesthat succeeded easily, and to great advantage, to massively
in reaching the desired detector. To do this parallel computation. Even primitive strata-
usefully, one has to have a prettygood idea of gems, such as mrminga roomfulof PCs on the
what portions of the particle phase space are same problem continuously for a week or so,
likely to lead tothe desiredpenetration.Inother can probablyachieve morethantheexpensive
words, it helps to know the answer ahead of straightforwarduse of a supercomputer.Some-
time! Further, the statistical error of biased body--or some agency--needs only to want
sampling is often difficult to fix. There were to have it done.

" occasionalinstanceshistorically,therefore,of Turningtodeterministicmethodswe are
sensationallywronganswersobtainedbyMonte confrontedwithabewilderingvarietyofpossi-
Carlo,whenverypoorbiasinghadinadvcrt- bilities.Mostsufferedfromlimitationsinge-

- entlybeenchosen.A notionofwhatpoorrepute ometriesortypesofneutroninteractionsthat
Monte Carlohadin the shielding communityin can be handled. We'll limit historical discus-
those days can be gleaned froma "shoot out" sion mainly to the present day clear winner
that the Shielding Division had arrangedin discrete ordinates,considering firstthe fate of
1963. Some four types of neutron attenuation only one other method, as characteristicof the
problems were specified, complete with cross also-rans.
sections, and solutions were solicited from all

About 1955, J.Certaineproposedamethod
possible participants.Results were presented for the numericalintegration of the Boltzmannand analyzed at the 1963 Winter ANS Meet-
ing. is MonteCarlomethods werepoorly repre- transportequation, which foundits fruitionin a
sented; in the benchmarkprDblemof fission c°de'kn°wnasNIOBEff°rthelBM7090series
neutrons in water, of the fourteen solutions of computers._7Basically, the transportpart of
submittcd,onlyonewastheresultofaMonte theequationwas evaluatedintermsofthe
Carlocomputation, standardmethodofcharacteristicrays,whilea

discrete energy treatment was used with the
This situationgradually improvedover the slowing clownintegrals determinedby Gauss-

years, partly frombetter understandingof the Legendre quadratures.The results of some
natureof biased sampling methods, but espe- NIOBE-calculated problems have been pub-
cially from the explosion in availablerawcom- lishedIs and a good number more were per-
puting power. Clever combinatorial and ray- formed in the early 1960s, but remain unpub-
tracing methods were also developed to handle lished. After that the method sort of faded away,

. complicatedgeometries. Inconsequence,elabo- and is practically unknown today.

rate and sophisticated Monte Carlo programs Why? NIOBE is not restricted to any par-
were produced whose use in shielding design ticular source geometry, and can potentiallyhas _come almost routine, and practically in-
dispensable where streaming in ductsoccurs.16 /NIOBE = Numerical Integration Of the Boltzmann
In fundamentaltheoretical research,as defined Equation.
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handle any complicationin the scattering ker- the discreteordinatecodes have been subjected
nel. The reason forits failure to achieve wide- to intense scrutiny both as to the physics andthe
spread use can probablybe explainedby mak- numerical mathematicsinvolved. Especial at-
ing an analogy to agriculturalendeavors, lt is tentionhas been directed to the choice of angu-
not enough to preparethe soil andsow the crop lar mesh, and to the proceduresforaccelerating
seeds. A lot of work must be done after these andensuring convergence in the solution of the
initial steps in tending the growingplants, till- algebraic equations. Notwithstanding the so-
ing the soil, irrigating plenteously, energeti- phisticatedconsiderationsthathavebeenbrought
eally weeding, applying insecticides liberally to bear on these questions, their successful
(debugging?), and only after ali this, setting resolutionin practice remainsas muchan art as
about with the harvesting. So too, with any a science.

substantialcomputationalsystem.Afterthe ini- While Los Alamos continued to develop
tial formulation and programming,a great in- the SNmethod, another center of development
vestment in person-years must be put into the began at Oak Ridgeearly in the 1960s, and the
subsequent development before the computa- shielding community since then has tended to
tional system is generally seen as adependable, use the codes that came out of Oak Ridge. First
well-investigated and useful tool. NIOBE did there was ANISN (1967), a one-dimensional
not receive this investment; the winner in the code, followed by the various versions of DOT
deterministic transport sweepstakes, discrete fortwo-dimensional geometries. Morerecently
ordinates, did, and is today almost universally a new generation of codes has appeared ---
the method of choice in the field. DORT for two-dimensional problems, and

The present day procedure referred to as TORTforthree-dimensionalgeometries.(TORT
"discrete ordinates" has nothing in common hasprobablynot yet completed its developmen-
with the classical method of the same name, 19 tal stage.) Around these programs has accreted
whichhas amuch closerkinship with the spheri- a large panoply of subsidiary codes, primarily
cat harmonics method, and shares many of the for problem preparation and analysis of the
latter's limitations. Whatwe now call"discrete computer output. Especial mention should be
ordinates," or the SNmethod, as its creators made of linear perturbation codes which, to-
preferred to name it, was pioneered at Los gether with solutions for the adjoint problem,
Alamos2°for their own purposes, and was first can be used for sensitivity analyses of the effect
revealedto a wideraudienceat the 1958Geneva of small uncertainties in the cross section in-
"Atoms forPeace"Conference.21TheSNmethod puts. These codes are typified by the ORNL
developed through at least two metamorphic program SWANLAKE, which has seen wide-
forms. As presently employed, it involves di- spread use. The SN method is of course not
viding the phase space of position anddirection confined to neutrons; it is a trivial extension (in
of the "transported" particle into a network of principle) to handle gamma ray penetration.
cells, and integrating the Boltzmann equation Combinedtreatment of neutrons and gamma
over each cell.The processreduces the transport rayshas becomeroutine, with the solution ofthe
equation to a set of linear algebraic equations in neutron transport problem providing for at least
averages over cell volumes and surfaces. Note part of the gamma ray sources. In the big
that integration over phase space does not in- applications, e.g., handling full scale reactor
volve the energy change upon scattering, for shields, such techniques spell f'mally the death
which a conventional description in terms of a of the (now primitive) use of pre-computed
multigroup formulation is one possible option, buildup factors in calculating the gamma ray
The assumptions and procedures involved in component of the penetrating radiation.

Some Recent Fundamental Studies of Neutron Penetration

As examples of what has been achieved in above, it hadprovenpossible, with ratherprimi-
fundamental shielding research in recent years, tive calculations, to decipher the mode of deep
some results will be presented of a number of neutron penetration in hydrogeneous media,
studiesundertakenatColumb_aUniversityover and to relate it to the characteristics of the
the last two decades. As has been described hydrogen neutron cross sections. Spurred on by
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this success, the aimof the later studieswas to without the enormous overhead of rerunning
" trysimilarlytoconnect the neutronpenetration cumbersomeprocessingcodes each time there

innon-hydrogenousmediatothe vagariesof the is a change. The teclmique is most practically
nuclearinteractions in these media. The range appliedin a hybrid form25 in which conven-

.. of materials considered ranged from artificial tional multigroupquantities are used except in
elements with specially constructed cross sec- restricted energy ranges in which the point-
tion behaviors, to carbon, oxygen, sodium, and energy picture is applied.
(especially) iron. Relatively little use has been made, in this

Most of the transportcalculations were series of studies, of cross section sensitivity
performed with discrete ordinate codes, but calculations based on linearperturbationtech-
some still used the moments method, andone niques. This remarkdeserves some amplifica-
thesis studyinvolved anunusualapplicationof tion, forit mightbe thought that suchanelegant
the MonteCarlomethod.Someoftheinvestiga- and sophisticated approachwould be particu-
tions employed modifications to the standard larly relevant to disentangling the connection
discrete ordinate programswhich greatly in- between cross sections and neutron transport.
creasedtheinformationtheyprovidedaboutthe However, there are two types of difficulties
mechanisms of neutron penetration. For ex- with this approach.One is that the perturbation
ample,it can be shown22thatintroducinga very dueto modificationsof the cross section inter-
smallamountof absorption,as a percentageof actions may be nonlinear even at relatively
the total cross section, makes it possible to small changesofinputdata. This isparticularly
deducethe averagenumberof collisionsit takes whathappensinthe presenceof deepminimain
for a neutron to reach a given position and the cross sections. The other problemis intrin-
energy. Where certain types of collisions can sic to the simultaneoususe of both forwardand
occur only rarely for a given neutron, it is adjointtransportcalculations.A forwardcalcu-

" possible to do an order-of-collision computa- lation links a particularsource configuration (in
tion for that mechanism, by means of an itera- phase space) to ali possible configurations of
tive solution of the transport equation with a detector response (again in energy and posi-

. suitablymodified scatteringkemel.23Andthese tion). The adjoint c_culation, on the other hand,
tricks can be stratified, so that, forexample, one links a specific detector configuration (in the
could find out the average number of discrete same variables) with ali possible source con-
inelastic collisions occurring in a zone close to figurations. A linear perturbation technique,
the source. By these techniques, deterministic which involves products of forward fluxes and
transport calculations can yield information adjoint solutions, relates therefore only to a
normally thought obtainable only from Monte specific source and a specific detector. Thus, to
Carlo calculations, get a broader overall picture of what is happen-

lt hasbecome customaryin transport calcu- ing one way or the other one must perform sets
lations to describe energy behavior in terms of of multiple calculations. Accepting this neces-
amultigroup formulation.Such aprocedure has sity, it is usually simpler and more economical
advantages,especiallyin handlingenergyranges to perform sets of forward calculations to span
large compared to the scaleof the cross section both the relevant ranges of source and detector
variations. But there are also disadvantages, configurations.
particularly in the complexity of the cross see- Something should first be said about the
tion handling codes, and in the need to guess at loire Monte Carloinvestigation, lt would seem
weighting functions. However, it is relatively that the Monte Carlo simulation provides a

•" easy to show that any deterministic multigroup unique too!toexamine what feature of aneutron
transportcode can be used to produce answers history distinguishes the "exceptional" neutron
referdng to adiscrete energygrid, only byusing from the crowd with average behavior. By

, suitable point-energy cross sections.'_There is "exceptional" is meant the particle that either
then the advantage of specifically describing penetrates much further from the source than
rapidly varying cross section features, such as the average, or on the other hand lives out its
resonances, with greatly simplified scattering history much closer to the source than the
kernel processing codes.The effect of different average. In 1976, L-p Ku reported on several
sets of cross sections can then be examhaed such studies in different media._6One of these
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was a simulation of the element sodium, but a neutron that finds itself in such a minimum
with a "featureless" cross section, e.g., only could havea"free ride"to largedistancesfrom
isotropicelastic scattering,with constantcross the originalsourcepoint.Undercertaincircum-
section at ali energies. In retrospect, the re- stances, deep penetrationof neutronscouldbe
search mainly shows the limitation of what completely dominated b_ the propertiesof a
could be done in Monte Carloeven on a big single minimum. Preeg," for example, used
computerin thatepoch. Veryroughly,it canbe ANISN calculationsto show that with a6 MeV
said that the study examined the histories of neutron source in liquid oxygen, the neutron
10,000 neutrons, from a 10 MeV source, that flux at 10 meters was at least 4 orders of
slowed down tothe vicinityof 25 keV eitherby magnitudelargerbelowtheminimumthanabove
4 mfp. or by 20 mfp. from the source, lt was (see Figure 2). Similar, if less drastic,effects
difficult, with the externalstorageavailable,to could be constructedwith iron.

store the detailsof thatmany histories;even so, A series of subsequent investigations
the number was too small for really definitive showed that in more realistic shielding situa-statistics. Within these limitations, no signifi-
cant differences could be found in the indi- tions the presence of cross section minima

mighthavelocal effects on the flux spectra,but
vidual collisions between the exceptional neu- rarely dominated the nature of deep neutrontronsand those with average life histories. The

penetration.With neutronsourcesdistributedin
authornotes that atboth distances studied, the energy, so few neutrons are bom in, or are
flux and currentdensity are rather well pre- scatteredinto, the usually narrowminima that
dieted by age theory formulas (even though theireffect tends to be swamped by otherpor-
these neutrons presumably have statistically tions of the spectrmn. This behavior is mostexceptional histories). He goes on to conclude: clearlymanifestedin more recent researchesof

..Itseemslikelythatthedifferentbehavior Lieuw,23on a fission source in pure iron, in
of the "exceptional" neutrons arises...out which some 8 prominentcross section minima
of {rare} correlationsbetweensuccessive between 1.0 and2.0 MeV were arbitrarilyin-
correlations.... where the cross sections creasedin value to twice theirassumedvalue, lt
are the same at allcollisions, moderately can beseenfromFigure 3, thatin the immediate
deep penetration... occurs as the cumula- vicinity of the minima this "filling in" of the
riveeffects of smallmodificationsin many minimacanhave adrasticeffectonthe flux.But
successive collisions which are difficult the effect does not persist at lower energies to
to detectin statisticaltests.., anywhere the same extent. By 1.0 MeV, even

In sum, with featureless cross sections, after penetrations through 1 meter of iron, the
evenreasonablydeeppenetrationsaredescribed minima do not seem to have increased the
bystatistical,almostcontinuous,processes(such general level of the flux by more than 20-
as age-slowing-down), with little distinction 30%.

betweenonescatteringandthe next.The smooth The picture of the penetration of fission
statistical process is disturbed only when the neutronsthrough substantial layers ¢'fironcan-
neutron interactions are markedly changeable not therefore be described simplistically as the
with energy. So, the question is what featuresof dominance oftransportin crosssectionminima.
an energy-dependent neutron interaction might Rather, there seems to be the confluence of the
determine how far a neutronwill penetrate? effects of several cross section phenomena.

Attention was first paidto the influence of Source neutrons bom well above the threshold
sharpminima in the neutron cross section. The forinelastic scattering in iron(which in practice
type example, so-to-speak, is oxygen, where means weil above 1 MeV) are not particularly
there is a prominent minimum at about 2.37 affected by elastic scattering. Nonelastic scat-
MeV, going down to a cross section variously terings, however, drastically slow down the
measured at 50 to 90 mb, or 5-10% of the neutron'°ftent°bel°wthethresh°ldf°rinelas-
average value in the neighborhood. Many other tic scattering. Thus, for a 14MeV neutron, iron
elements exhibit similar rainima, if not always is a better slowing down medium than hydro-
tosuchamarkeddegreeasoxygen.Examplesin gen. Once below the effective threshold for
materials relevant to shielding include beryl- inelastic scattering, absorption is very rare, and
lium, carbon, sodium andiron. lt is obvious that the neutron can only wander through the iron,
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Figure 2. Cross section vs. energy in oxygen along with flux spectra from a 6 MeV source.
(After Preeg, Ref. 27.)
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Figure 3. Effect of filling in eight cross section minima in iron between 1.2 and 1.9 MeV.
(After Lieuw, Ref. 23.) Figure shows ratio of perturbed-to-original fluxes from a fission source
due to changes in cross Sections. At distances of 0.3, 19.5, 30.5, 59.5, 79.5, and 99.5 cm.

diffusing by repeated elastic scattering until 35 ormoreby I m. fromthe source.About 15%
(most likely) it exits from the medium. Neu- of deeply penetrating neutrons at 1 MeV are
trons from a fission source thus have the high bom above 3.8 MeV, and about 25%between
energy portion of the flux spectrum rapidly 1.5 and 3.8 MeV, emphasizing the role of •
eroded,while the region below 1 MeV steadily inelastic scatteringat high energies in contrib-
builds up.Detailed analysis of the flux spectra uting as a sourceof lower energy neutrons.
ofpenetrating neutrons,with the tools described
above, confirm this qualitative picture. Thus, In the shadowy Manhattan Project days,
throughout most of a 1 m. slab of iron (with a nearly 50 years ago, shielding theory could
fission source), neutrons at 1 MeV have suf- hardly be said to exist. Now we have the tools
feted about 1.2 inela, ticscatterings throughout to answer most of the questions that could be
their history. Most of these have taken piace asked of shielding theory, if anyone still wants
within 1 mfp. of the source. However such to ask thequestions, andiswillingtopayforthe
neutrons suffer many elastic scatterings, up to answers.

I find that here I have been so involved with the unfolding drama, that I have neglected to talk
of the many individual actorr;,for which my regrets and apologies. Especially am I sorry for not
having the time andthe wordsto acknowledge in detail the many participants in thishistory who have
given me the golden gift of tlieir personal friendship. The aid and comfort I have gained from their
ITiendshiphas sustained me during the four decades of my career in shielding.
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